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Lot
Number Thumbnail

Low &
High
Estimate

Title

Description

3001

R. JOHN
WRIGHT LOT.

MIB 17" "St. Nicholas" 235/250. Condition: minor wear on box. No certificate in
box.

300
400

3002

R. JOHN
WRIGHT LOT.

MIB 12" "Patsy" doll. (A Registered Trademark of the Effanbee Doll Company Inc.)
This doll was made exclusively for the UFDC Ltd. Ed. 250. 2012.

100
300

3003

R. JOHN
WRIGHT LOT.

MIB (9) Pc. Set of "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs". This No. 104 Set has the
Snow White "Rags" 104/1000 and Snow White "Princess" 104/2500. Bashful,
Doc, Dopey, Grumpy, Happy. All of the Dwarfs are 104/2500.

1000
1500

3004

R. JOHN
WRIGHT LOT.

MIB 3 1/2" "Johnny Town Mouse". R. John Wright Collector's Club 2002-2003.
No. 0141.

100
300

3005

R. JOHN
WRIGHT LOT.

MIB 3 1/2" "Christmas Mice - Merry". Made Exclusively for The Toy Shoppe Dec
25, 2004. No 150/350.

100
300

3006

R. JOHN
WRIGHT LOT.

18" 1990-1992 "Gretel Brinker" doll. No. 042/350. Comes with Certificate. Stand.
NO box. Condition: minor surface discoloration on clothing.

100
300

3007

R. JOHN
WRIGHT LOT.

20" 1990-1992 "Hans Brinker" doll. No. 042/350. Comes with Certificate. Stand.
NO box. Condition: very minor surface discoloration on clothing.

100
300
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3007A

R. JOHN
WRIGHT LOT.

MIB 9 1/2" 2010 "The Hazel-Nut Fairy". No 27/250. Part of The Flower Fairies
Series. Condition: box has age discoloration.

100
300

3008

MAGGIE
IACONA LOT.

MIB 12" "Benny" doll. Something's In The Garden - Longwood Gardens 2016.

100
300

3009

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

Pair of Darlene Lane Original Dolls. 10" "Carrissa" doll Ltd. Ed. 210 UFDC Atlanta
2001. NO box. 8" "Bonnets and Bows" UFDC Las Vegas 2008. Condition: box for
the second doll had gotten wet and the color on insert paper bled onto doll dress.

50
200

3010

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

16" "Sun Club Kids" doll by artist Carla Tompson. Tompson's Cloth Dolls. Hand
painted features, human hair wig. Doll is marked on back 1998 and signed.
Hangtag. She comes with her felt rabbit. Stand. OB.

50
200

3011

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

18" "The Sawdust Doll" "EZELLA" 1990 by artist Kay Cloud, The Sawdust Doll
House, Reeds Spring, MO. Cloth doll with hand painted hair and features. "The
Revival of the 1800 Mid-America Handmade Doll". Hangtag. Comes in the original
wooden box. Condition: age discoloration on clothing (which may be intentional).

50
200

3012

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

Pair of cloth dolls. 11 1/2" A Dream Came True "Stella" by artist Susan Fosnot.
Ltd. Ed. of 900 dolls produced for the 66th Annual Convention of UFDC, Kansas
City, 2015. Comes with original cloth bag. 12 1/2" Doll by artist Kathi Clarke.
Handpainted features on her stockinette face; human hair wig.

50
200

3013

UFDC
CONVENTION
SOUVENIR.

MINT NRFB 2007 58th Annual Convention - Music, Music, Music - Detroit,
Michigan made by the Alexander Doll Company. Cissette Doll in trunk with
wardrobe. Ltd. Ed. 1500. Comes with the Music, Music, Music Convention book in
the form of a record in the album cover.

50
300

3014

UFDC
CONVENTION
SOUVENIR.

Pair of dolls. MIB 9" "Lady Teaberry" an original doll by artist Sandra Wright
Justiss made for "Minuet" a tea program sponsored by the Pittsburgh Doll Club
and presented by the UFDC 56th Convention, Detroit, 2007. Ltd. Ed. 120. Doll in
case comes with all of her original ephemera. Doll 2) Is probably the souvenir
from a Williamsburg Regional in the 1990's. 6" Queen Anne style doll sitting in a
decorated period shoe. The artist is Judy Brown, Sterling, VA

50
300
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3015

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (7) Papier mache Easter eggs. All but one, are marked Made in Western
Germany. The other one is unmarked. They range in size from 3" - 11". Condition:
some age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
100

3016

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Pair of 12" "Snow Children" No. 933 by artist Elaine Roesle, 1994, from Dear
Doll's St. Nicholas Collection. Boy and Girl.

50
100

3017

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (8) 3 1/2" 2006 porcelain snow figures/ornaments by artist Joan Benzell
(former UFDC Region 13 Director). Also included is a 3" papier mache figure. (3)
Items made by artist Rosemarie Snyder. China Low brow "Dolly's A B C Book,
School Days" in book box made for UFDC 2017 Convention, Orlando. 2011 Bisque
head Heubach type boy on sled. 4" Molded bisque head doll from Letitia Penn
Luncheon, Region 13.

50
100

3018

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (24) flat, painted metal Christmas ornaments. They are unmarked.
Condition: minor paint wear.

50
100

3019

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Pair of unmarked key wound toys. 2" T x 5" L Varigated mohair covered bird with
metal eyes, beak, feet. Bird shakes when wound. 3 1/2" T x 4 1/2" L Gray flocked
donkey. Glass eyes. When wound, ears go up and down, tail goes around in a
circle. Condition: minor loss to flocking. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3020

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Room box of dressed Mice. Wooden box with glass front measures 14" x 9" x 3 1
/2". Scene shows inside of Mouse House. Furnished downstairs with (2) mice and
upstairs with (2) mice.

50
200

3021

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (6) wax head German Christmas angels. (2) 6" In OB, marked Pauline Leidel
Spreen. 10" Has a note with it: Christmas 1959 Nurenburg Fair, Germany. 13"
Gold foil paper with spun glass hair. (Neck may have been repaired). 13" Blue
velveteen with wig. 13" Gold foil paper and cloth braid detail has painted hair.
Condition: some age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
100

3022

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (3) wax creche type baby figures. MIB German 4" Baby with halo. 3" Baby
in a wooden cradle filled with excellsior. 11 1/2" Baby in a twig cradle. It has
stationary glass eyes, blonde human hair wig. Condition: this large baby has
broken fingers on both hands. Both legs have been repaired. This lot is being sold
AS IS.

50
200

3023

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (9) sets of Brides and Grooms and an extra Bride. Celluloid, all bisque,
chenille. Kewpie Huggers, Kewpies, Betty Boop style. Germany, Japan, USA. 2 1
/2" - 7". Condition: age loss and discoloration on clothing. Paint is worn on
celluloid. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100
300

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of Celluloid Novelties. 10" Ca. 1908 Teddy Doll (Eskimo). Jointed camel
mohair with camel felt pads. Head is celluloid. Removable bonnet. Condition:
cheek is cracked. Mohair has major age loss. 1930's Betty Boop style doll
attached to a hoisery bag. Doll is 7". Her clothing is a cloth floral print bag with
matching bonnet. 9 1/2" Celluloid baby doll Made in Japan. Doll has a swivel
head with 5 pc. bent limb baby body. Painted features, hair. Condition: this lot is
being sold AS IS.

50
200

3024
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LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of Holiday postcards, scraps, calling cards, advertising cards, misc. Postcards (13) Christmas, (1) St. Patrick's, (7) Valentines, (4) Thanksgiving, (13) Easter, (4)
Birthday. Misc. Reproduction. Scraps - Christmas, Floral, Hearts. Valentine fold
out cards - (6). Other misc. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3026

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Florence Upton's "GOLLIWOGG and DUTCH DOLL" Set from her book "The
Adventures of Two Dutch Dolls" first published in England in 1895. 12" Golliwog
doll and 14" Peg Wooden doll. Made Exclusively for The Rare Bear in Celebration
of The Golliwogg's 100th Anniversary 1895-1995. Handcrafted by American
Teddy Bear Artist, Debbie Curtis and English Toymaker, Eric Horne. Ltd. Ed. 3/21.
Also, signed Certificate.

50
200

3027

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of Russian hand painted Religious Icons and Matroska. Icon - beautifully
painted 9 1/2" solid wood egg shaped, dated '92. Signed by different artists?
Unsigned 5" solid wood egg shaped piece. 4 1/2" Female figure. Matroska - 8 1
/2" female that has burned/painted decorating. There are seven dolls total.

50
300

3028

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (30) vintage Kewpie postcards - Holidays, Action Kewpies, KLEVER-KARDS,
advertising cards. (Several reproduction cards too). Advertising cards for Lion
Coffee. Misc. ephemera. Little Bo- Peep illustration by Maud Humphrey,
copyright 1900 The N.K. Fairbank Co., Chicago, ILL. Framed, cut "Lettie Lane"
paper dolls with Lettie and her twin brother. 1908. Condition: this lot is being
sold AS IS.

50
100

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of large paper dolls and advertising ephemera. Paper dolls - measure
approximately 19" T. There are (7) cardboard dolls with additional clothing.
"Sally" is dated 1931 and was published by Saalfield.Unmarked - Buster Brown
type, (3) unidentified little girls. "Mary" was published by American Lithograph
Co., NY. "Betty", A Fashion Dressing Doll. Ephemera - (4) Advertising: 21" "I Talk
for Dr. Miles Heart Cure" 1902 Dr. Miles Medical Co. Additional outfit with figure.
20" From the same company. Doll's name is "Grace". She comes with additional
outfits. Dated 1899. The following (2) are scenes on display cards: 16"
Compliments I.H. Shay, Fulton, NY. 20" T. Compliments of Sheaffer & Williamson,
Huntsdale, PA. Condition: age loss on several. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
100

3030

LOT OF
HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of Italian Style SANTOS/type Mannequins. Antique - 21" Male doll with
heavily carved hair and beard. Glass eyes? Jointed left arm at shoulder and
elbow. Condition: majior age loss. Repairs on hands, face, arms/legs. Repaint. 9 1
/2" Male child with glass eyes. Both arms are jointed at shoulders. Condition:
both lower legs are missing. (2) Stands. Reproduction - tagged 24" Vintage
Inspired Handmade and Artisan Painted female figure. Fully jointed. Painted
freatures. Overall condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50
300

3031

LOT OF CLOTH
DOLLS.

Lot of (4) Molly-es type mask face dolls. 13" Tagged "Rumanian"? female in OB.
11" Tagged EDEN TOY Dutch Boy. Unmarked 11" EDEN TOY Dutch Girl. 11"
Tagged CHARACTER child in Bunny outfit. Condition: some age discoloration on
clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
100

3032

LOT OF CLOTH
DOLLS.

Lot of (3) Molly-es type mask face dolls. 11" Unmarked Dutch Boy in OB. Pair of
11" unmarked Georgene? Dutch Boy and Girl dolls. Girl has the printed cloth
body that matches her clothing. All have the wooden shoes. Condition: age
discoloration, fading on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
100

3033

LOT OF CLOTH
DOLLS.

Pair of 9" Printed cloth dolls - Peggie and Teddie marked: Hygenic Stuffing British
Manufacture Guaranteed, Trushu Feet. 11 1/2" Tagged Klumpe Patentado
Barcelona Flamenco Dancer with guitar. Condition: loss to felt soles. Pair of 9 1
/2" 1930's Tagged Topsy-Turvy dolls: Munecas PAGES-MATARIN Madrid. Flange
necks, painted features. Doll 1) has black wigs. Doll 2) has a blonde and black wig.
Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
100

3034

LOT OF CLOTH
DOLLS.

8" 1930's Mickey Mouse with velveteen body, felt ears. Condition: both hands
have been replaced, shoes recovered. 15" Tagged Rose O'Neill KEWPIE doll with
original clothing. Condition: age discoloration on fabric. 13" Unmarked Norah
Wellings velveteen Island Boy with glass eyes, mohair wig. Condition: age
discoloration on clothing. Replaced hat. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
100

3025

3029
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3035

LOT OF CLOTH
DOLLS.

Pair of tagged RAVCA 16 1/2" "French Provincial Man and Woman" character
dolls. All original clothing. Man is wearing wooden shoes and is tagged on back:
Made in France. Silver tag reads: Original RAVCA PARIS. Condition: he has several
small age holes on his face. None observed on her face.

50
300

3036

LOT OF CLOTH
DOLLS.

Pair of tagged RAVCA 15" French Provincial character Lady dolls. "Brittany' and
"Poitou". Round tags read: Original RAVCA Fabrication Francaise. All original
colorful clothing. Condition: no holes observed on either face.

50
300

3037

LOT OF CLOTH
DOLLS.

Tagged RAVCA 22" "Scottish Man" character doll. Silver tag reads: Original RAVCA
PARIS. All original colorful clothing. Condition: (2) tiny holes on ear, neck. Age
discoloration on clothing.

50
300

LOT OF CLOTH
DOLLS.

Tagged RAVCA 21" "Bon Vivant of The Moulin Rouge" male character doll. Silver
tag reads: Original RAVCA PARIS (which is signed on back by artist). Also marked
Made in France. All original clothing, he is very dapper! Condition: a couple of
small holes on face. Black/white houndstooth suit has moth damage. Age
discoloration on clothing.

50
300

LOT OF CLOTH
DOLLS.

Tagged RAVCA Historical figure. 21" "President Albert Lebrun" (1871-1950)
character doll. President Lebrun was the President of France from 1932-1940.
Silver tag reads: Original RAVCA PARIS. Also marked Made in France. All original
clothing. Condition: loss on nose, forehead and both hands. Minor moth damage
to wool tuxedo. Shoes have old tissue paper stuck to them (from being packed).

50
300

3040

LOT OF CLOTH
DOLLS.

Pair of tagged RAVCA 15 1/2" "French Provincial Man and Woman" character
dolls. All original clothing. Both have the round tag that read: Original RAVCA
Fabrication Francaise. Male Peasant is wearing (1) wooden shoe and is marked
Made in France. Female's tag reads: "Poitou". She is wearing very colorful
clothing and holding an infant. Condition: loss on man's face and hand. Nothing
observed on the woman. (She may be a newer doll than the male.)

50
300

3041

LOT OF CLOTH
DOLLS.

Pair of RAVCA Historical figures. "Explorers". 18" "Cadillac" (Antoine de la Mothe
1657?-1730) and 19" "Samuel de Champlain" (1567-1635) character dolls. All
original clothing. Condition: nothing observed on either face. Small hole on left
hand of Champlain. Age discoloration on Champlain's boots.

50
300

3038

3039
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3042

LOT OF CLOTH
DOLLS.

Pair of RAVCA character figures. Both are wearing all original clothing. 20" Tagged
"Greek Soldier". Silver tag reads: Original RAVCA PARIS. Condition: loss on right
thumb but nothing observed on face. Age loss on paper bodice. Historical figure 19" "Oliver Cromwell" (1599 1658). Lord Protector of England 1653-1658.
Condition: nothing observed on face or hands. Age discoloration on tunic and
boots.

3043

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique white cotton doll petticoats. (4) Up to 4" long. (11) Up to 5" long.
(9) Up to 7" Long. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

30
100

3044

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique white cotton doll petticoats. (12) Up to 10" long. Condition: this lot
is being sold AS IS.

30
100

3045

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique white cotton doll dresses. (9) Dresses from 9" to 16 1/2".
Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3046

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique/vintage doll clothes. (4) 9" White cotton dresses. 7" Aqua silk
dress, 13" print cotton dress. (Age fading, discoloration). Pair of 2 pc. outfits. Skirt
with (2) bodices. (2) Jackets/coats. Velveteen Little Lord Fauntleroy jacket/pants.
Wool felt vest. Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
100

3047

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
CLOTHING.

Lot of white cotton (full) doll petticoats, undershirt. (32) Pcs., from 5" - 13". (1)
Petticoat has a wool flannel skirt. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

30
100

3048

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique cotton doll pantaloons, teddies/bodices, corsets. (2) Corsets, (1) is
marked EXIGEZ LA MARQUE P.D. and has garters attached. (4) Teddies. (14)
Pantaloons 3 1/2" - 9 1/2". (2) Petticoats with pants attached. (1) "Jumpsuit".
Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50
100

3049

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique/vintage doll clothing. Lot of (3) black felt hats for male dolls. Pair
of wook knit hats. Clothes - 2 pc. white sailor suit. Blue/white 2 pc. romper. 1 Pc.
blue romper. Red wool coat, hat. These would fit dolls 13" - 15". Condition: this
lot is being sold AS IS.

50
100

3050

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
CLOTHING.

Lot of vintage 1930's-50's organdy doll dresses, cotton underwear. (4) Dresses
with teddies. (1) Dress with bonnet. (1) Dress with petticoat, pantaloons. (1)
Dress with petticoat, bonnet. Pinafore. Bonnet. (6) Single dresses. (2) Baby gowns
with petticoats. (1) Single baby gown. Dresses are 4 1/2" - 13". Also, (9)
Petticoats with attached panties 5" - 8". Teddy. Condition: this lot is being sold AS
IS.

50
100

3051

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (13) antique ladies crocheted, tatted, and lace collars. "Babe" Collar and
set of matching cuffs.(2) Pairs of cuffs. (5) Tatted/crocheted doilies. Condition:
this lot is being sold AS IS.

30
100

3052

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique buttons. Metal, glass, jet, cloth covered, many figural/floral,
celluloid buckle, mother-of-pearl, gold fronts, shoe buttons, cameo type, etc.

30
100
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50
300

3053

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique/vintage jewelry for dolls. Pins - Beauty pins, mother-of-pearl, 12K,
10K, gold top, etc. Also - pierced earrings, necklaces.

50
100

3054

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique/vintage jewelry for dolls and children. Children - (5) Carded pearl
necklace/bracelet sets. Baby bracelets. 10K Gold cross necklace, ring, Shirley
Temple cameo necklaces/earrings. Bib holder inc. sterling. Baby locket necklace.
Porcelain face pins. Dolls - earrings, necklaces, bracelets, watch. Many pins cameo, coral, GF, enamel, beauty pins, etc.

50
100

3055

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of misc. antique lace, decorative ladies' wearable pieces. Black - sequined
capelet. Beautiful back panel to be worn over a gown: decorated with jet beads
and beaded mesh. Heavily beaded 38" L x 7" W length of connected butterfly
shaped medallions. Lace - embroidered/other collars, decorated medallions,
cuffs, other misc. Silk hankie. Lace trimmed silk night cap. Condition: this lot is
being sold AS IS.

50
100

3056

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of ladies' antique accessories. Gloves - crocheted ivory. Cloth - pink opera, 6 1
/2 L&L green elbow. Leather - 5 3/4 ecru opera, 6 3/4 Ron Marche gold. Stockings
- pink, black/silver stripe. Black tulle bag with silver beading. Brown leather
heeled boots, lace up. Stamped LEWIS, (illegible) & REILLY. Condition: this lot is
being sold AS IS.

50
100

3057

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique doll accessories. (3) prs. of gloves: leather, cloth. Beaded purse.
Celluloid fan and mirror on a cord to be worn on wrist. Pair of fancy baby booties.
Bureau set with brushes comb, mirror, covered soap, rouge container? Celluloid
fan with aqua feathers. Photo of child in winter coat/hat. Ladies' - large hair
comb. Silk holder for either lipsticks or thimbles. Condition: this lot is being sold
AS IS.

50
200

3058

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique doll accessories. Leather gloves. Sterling mesh bag 1.5ozt. Celluloid
brush and hand mirror in little green trunk. Cases mirror, comb and button hook
set. French Fashion handkerchief. Advertising hand mirror: SAYLOR'S for Pure
Foods. Sterling button hook .1 ozt. Bone binocculars. FRANCE Fashion pocket
watch. Petite fur muff. Metal baby shoe. Pair of decorated garters. 14" L Pc. of
beading.

50
200

3059

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique doll accessories. Corset (illegible) & Co., Baltimore, MD. Black silk
parasol (a couple of tiny holes in silk). Cotton floral parasol. (Age discoloration).
Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3060

LOT OF
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique doll accessories. Hat box with woven paper hat shaped clip pin
marked: an "Alice Faye" Hollywood Made. (1) Leather glove. Pair of "3" ivory
Keystone leather shoes. Pair of ivory silky socks. BEBE pin. Ring with blue stone.
Pair of eye glasses. Necklace with medallion: watch on one side, painted glass on
the other. Dressed 1" Peg Wooden doll (no arms). Condition: this lot is being sold
AS IS.

30
100

3061

LOT OF DOLL
SUPPLIES.

Lot of (3) antique papier mache bodies. 11" Wood ball fully jointed body. 5 Pc. 8 1
/2" baby body. 10" Bent limb baby body with separate hands. Condition: finger
repair on left hand.

30
100

3062

LOT OF DOLL
SUPPLIES.

Lot of doll wigs. Blonde, honey blonde, light brown. Various sizes. (6) Human hair.
Marked French -1, 2. Imsco 12". (3) Unmarked. (4) Mohair - Kemper 7"/8". (3)
Unmarked. Condition: some have been used, others have not been used. This lot
is being sold AS IS.

30
100

LOT OF DOLL
SUPPLIES.

Lot of doll wigs. Blonde, honey blonde, auburn, light brown. Various sizes. (9)
Human hair. Marked French - 000, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4. An Original "Hairloom" by
Mayfield. Unmarked. Italian theatre wig. (3) Mohair - 15" with braid. Unmarked.
Condition: most of these are new wigs. The rest have been used. This lot is being
sold AS IS.

30
100

3063
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3064

3065

3066

3067

3068

3069

3070

3071

LOT OF DOLL
SUPPLIES.

Lot of doll wigs, bows, headbands. Wigs - (6) mohair. Dollspart Shirley Temple
compo 13. The rest are unmarked. They are various sizes. Blonde, honey blonde,
light brown. They are larger than the Shirley Temple wig. Condition: All of these
wigs have been used. Bows - Various silk/rayon bows for decorating clothing or
using in hair. Head bands - (10) cards of "Band-o For Kiddies bands. Silk, rayon.
Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

30
100

BYELO BABY
LOT.

Pair of dolls with 10 1/4" circ. bisque heads. Both dolls are marked Copr. by Grace
S. Putnam. Both dolls have celuloid hands, original stamped cloth "frog" bodies.
BLUE eye doll has darker hair and a paler complextion. Dressed in plain sleeveless
gown, crocheted cap, booties. BROWN eye doll has pale blonde hair and a
warmer complextion. Dressed in short gown, petticoat, long socks. Wool knit
bonnet and sweater. Condition: nothing observed on bisque of either doll after
careful examination. (2) Fingers broken on right hand. They are loose with doll.

50
200

BYELO BABY
LOT.

Pair of dolls with 12 1/4" circ. bisque heads. Both dolls are marked Copr. by Grace
S. Putnam. Both dolls have celluloid hands, original cloth "frog" bodies. BLUE eye
doll has darker hair. Her body is marked. Dressed in antique gown, petticoat,
bonnet. Newer booties. Condition: finger missing on right hand. BROWN eye doll
has lighter hair. Dressed in antique gown, petticoat, bonnet, wool booties.
Condition: mold imperfection under left ear. Black firing specks on cheek, under
right ear. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

BYELO BABY
LOT.

Pair of dolls with BLUE eyes, celluloid hands, cloth "frog" bodies. Doll 1) has a 10 1
/2" circ. BiISKELOID head with painted features. The original body is marked.
Dressed in antique clothing - short gown, petticoat, wool sweater/bonnet, felt
mocassins. Condition: doll has had paint touch up on sides of head. Doll 2) has a
14" circ. composition head with tin sleep eyes. Marked G.S. Putnam. The original
body has been replaced. Dressed in antique clothing - long hand embroidered
baby gown, petticoat. Embroidered bib. Newer bonnet. Condition: crazing. Crack
on neck. Repaint on back of head. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

BYELO BABY
LOT.

16 1/2" Circ. bisque head doll marked Copr. By Grace S. Putnam Made in
Germany. BLUE eyes, celluloid hands, newer cloth "frog" body. Dressed in
beautiful antique baby's long wool coat with heavy silk embroidery; detached
cape with embroidery. Silk lined bonnet. Long white cotton gown and petticoat,
wool booties. Condition: as stated. Nose rub; small cheek rub. Nothing else
observed on bisque after careful examination. Crack on top of right hand. Thumb
repair. Loss on upper back body covering.

50
200

BYELO BABY
LOT.

15 1/2" Circ. bisque head doll marked Copr. By Grace S. Putnam Made in
Germany. BLUE eyes, celluloid hands, original marked cloth "frog" body. Dressed
in original tagged K and K BYE-LO Baby gown with the original BYE-LO BABY K and
K blue pin. Long petticoat, crocheted bonnet. Blue/ivory wool sweater and
matching booties. Condition: small firing pock mark on head. Clothing has age
discoloration. Age loss to ribbons.

50
200

BYELO BABY
LOT.

17" Circ. bisque head doll marked Copr. By Grace S. Putnam Made in Germany.
BLUE eyes, celluloid hands, vintage cloth "frog" body. Dressed in all antique
clothing - beautiful gown with hand embroidered eyelet panels down front,
across hemline. Long petticoat. Silk lined lace bonnet with silk ribbon bow trim
marked F & S Co.?. Wool booties. Long wool baby coat with silk embroidered
collar marked R.H. Stearns & Co., BOSTON. Condition: rubs on ear, cheeks, nose,
back of head. Both eyelids have been repainted. Firing mark across bridge of
nose IS NOT a hairline. Bonnet strap has age loss.

50
200

Pair of 10" circ. bisque head dolls are marked Copyright 1923 by Grace S. Putnam
MADE IN GERMANY 1369/30. Both have BROWN eyes, 5 pc. papier mache bent
limb baby bodies. Doll 1) has stationary eyes. Dressed in vintage organdy outfit,
booties. Condition: chips on back of socket edge. Repaint on both arms. Doll 2)
has sleep eyes. Dressed in newer crocheted 3 pc. outfit, booties. Condition: body
has been completely repainted. Nothing observed on bisque. This lot is being sold
AS IS.

50
200
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LOT OF
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
BABY DOLLS.

20" HILDA (copyright) J.D.K. jr. 1914 Ges.gesch.N.1070 MADE IN 16. GERMANY
solid dome baby doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, painted blonde hair. 5 Pc.
papier mache bent limb baby body. Dressed in antique baby dress with matching
petticoat (initials B F D on petticoat); bonnet. All have scalloped hem/edge detail.
Bib. Condition: nothing observed on bisque after careful examination. Paint loss
on bottom cheek of torso.

750
1000

3073

LOT OF
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
BABY DOLLS.

19" MADE IN GERMANY 152 11 character baby. An original family owned doll
named "Goldie" owned by Grandma Thelma Kennedy. Blue sleep eyes, open
mouth, original brown curly human hair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache baby body.
Dressed in antique dress, petticoat, undershirt, bonnet, pink leather booties.
Celluloid baby rattle. Doll is wearing a blue ribbon from the UFDC dated 8/20/58.
She is in her original G.A. Schwarz Toys, Philadelphia, PA box. Condition: slight
kiln crack on rim edge. Otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after careful
examination. Box has major age loss.

100
300

3074

LOT OF
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
BABY DOLLS.

17 1/2" 13" circ. GERMANY No. 2 solid dome character baby. (Note with doll
reads: "Wonder Baby" 1922 by Georgene Averille for Broadway Musical
"Tangerine".) Stationary blue eyes, closed mouth, painted, molded blonde hair.
Cloth torso with composition limbs. Dressed in antique long coat with double
capelet, long gown and petticoat. Embroidered flannel bonnet. Condition: small
mold imperfections on back of head, in front of left ear. Otherwise nothing
observed on bisque after careful examination.

50
200

3075

LOT OF
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
BABY DOLLS.

15" B X P O 585 7 GERMANY character baby. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth,
blonde curly mohair Feidt wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. Dressed
in antique long coat with decorated collar, long gown and petticoat. Trimmed
bonnet matches coat. Booties. Condition: small mold imperfection in front of left
ear otherwise nothing observed on bisque after careful examination.

50
200

3076

LOT OF
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
BABY DOLLS.

16" MADE IN GERMANY J.D.K. 257 character baby. Brown sleep eyes, open
mouth, curly brown mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body.
Dressed in antique long gown, short petticoat, bonnet, booties, pink wool wrap.
Condition: tiny flake on top of left eye. Slight cheek rub otherwise, nothing
observed on bisque after careful examination.

50
200

LOT OF
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
BABY DOLLS.

Pair of solid dome character dolls. 17" BABY GLORIA GERMANY with stationary
brown eyes, open mouth, painted/molded blonde hair. Cloth body with
composition lower limbs. Dressed in vintage dotted Swiss dress with matching
bonnet; 1 pc. undergarment. Condition: slight cheek rub Cracks on composition.
Body has been replaced. 10" AM GERMANY 347/2 with blue sleep eyes, open
/closed mouth, painted blonde hair. Cloth body with composition hands. Dressed
in factory gown, crocheted bonnet. Condition: minor pimples in bisque under
mouth. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

LOT OF
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
BABY DOLLS.

Pair of solid dome character dolls. 11" TWO faced baby (sold as a Rock-a-Bye).
Sleeping on one side, smiling on the other with blue sleep eyes, open mouth.
Painted blonde hair. Pink cloth pin jointed body with celluloid hands. Dressed in
blue organdy dress, teddy. (2) Blue bonnets. Condition: tan mold line on left
cheek on sleeping side. 9 1/2" AM GERMANY 351./2/0K. with blue sleep eyes,
open mouth. 5 Pc. papier mache body. Dressed in white organdy 3 pc. outfit.
Condition: tiny flake under left eye. Both have ivory oilcloth shoes. The dolls
come in a little suitcase with bedding.

50
200

3072

3077

3078
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LOT OF
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
BABY DOLLS.

Pair of dolls. 12" 233 1 Character baby with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, brown
mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. Dressed in factory original
dress, petticoat. Teddy, crocheted bonnet. Condition: nothing observed on
bisque after careful examination. (1) Finger repaired/repainted. 9" 11. GERMANY
)S( 245 11 Solid dome painted bisque character baby. Stationary blue eyes, closed
mouth, painted blonde hair. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. Dressed in
antique cotton gown, full length 1 pc. undergarment. Condition: paint wear on
bottom of socket otherwise, nothing observed on bisque.

50
200

3080

LOT OF
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
BABY DOLLS.

Pair of character dolls. Both have 5 pc. papier mache bent limb baby bodies,
sleep eyes, open mouths. 10" S & H 1299 3 1/2. Blue eyes, brown human hair
wig, pierced ears. Dressed in vintage overalls, crocheted shirt and hat, black
oilcloth shoes. Condition: kiln crack behind right ear. Body has been completely
repainted. 14" Solid dome 918. 4. doll with blue eyes, painted light brown hair.
Dressed in vintage romper with hat, brown leather boots. Condition: mold
imperfections on left side of temple, back of head. (1) Finger missing on right
hand. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3081

This is an original owner lot. Lot of (4) 8" 1955 Madame Alexander "Little
Women" dolls, OB. They are all original and their wigs are UNCOMBED. SLW
LOT OF 1950's- "Amy" Alexander-Kins. SLW "Beth" Alexander-Kins with hang tag. SLW "Jo"
1960's DOLLS. Alexander-Kins with hang tag. SLW "Meg" Alexander-Kins. with hang tag. All of
the dolls have fuzzy sole shoes. Condition: age discoloration on Amy's dress.
Boxes have some age loss/discoloration.

100
300

3082

This is an original owner lot. Lot of (4) 11 1/2" 1959 LISSY Madame Alexander
"Little Women" dolls. All of the dolls have the one-piece arms and legs. They are
LOT OF 1950's- all original and have their hang tags. Their wigs are UNCOMBED. "Amy", "Beth",
1960's DOLLS. "Jo", "Meg". (4) Stands. NO boxes. Condition: minor age discoloration/fading on
clothing.

100
300

3083

Lot of (11) MINT Steiff Club Members 4" mohair Original Teddybars. Dates: 1997,
LOT OF STEIFF. 1998, (2) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, MIB 2017. Also, undated 4"
Polar bear. Various colors of mohair. Condition: all but one of these bears are in a
11 1/2" x 11 1/2" x 3" sealed glass front case that mounts on the wall.

50
200

3079

LOT OF RUTH
GIBBS.

13" Ruth Gibbs doll in original box bottom. Box end reads: Mrs,. Mary Ruth, In
Camisole and Long Panties. This doll has black hair, painted gold bead necklace
and bracelet. It has no camisole or long panties. She has been dressed in a
maroon faille 2 pc. gown with lace trim; organdy petticoat. Also comes with an
additional shoulder head ONLY: blonde hair with painted gold bead necklace.

50
200

3085

LOT OF RUTH
GIBBS.

Lot of (6) 7" Ruth Gibbs dolls. (3) Redheads with a pink or white china head. The
one with the black/pink plaid dress is marked (paper label) No. 510 P "October
Play Friend". (2) Blondes with pink china. Doll with black hair (label reads: No.
104 PA Barbara) is white china. Also comes with an additional dress made from
the same fabric as the rare child's apron in the box. Condition: clothing appears
to be all original but (1) dress has major age loss.

100
200

3086

LOT OF RUTH
GIBBS.

Lot of (3) complete 7" Ruth Gibbs dolls, a complete 9" doll and an extra body with
no head. Both pink and white china heads. Comes with a group of original and
handmade clothing - dresses, petticoats, hats. Condition: as stated. This lot is
being sold AS IS.

50
200

3087

LOT OF CHINA
/PARIAN DOLL
(S).

24 1/2" GERMANY 189? -12 light pink tint China shoulder head doll. Centerpart
black hair, blue eyes. Vintage, but not original, cloth body. White china lower
limbs. Dressed in newer clothing. Comes with small 5" square pillow with crazy
quilt design top. Condition: nothing observed on china.

50
200

3084
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3088

LOT OF CHINA
/PARIAN DOLL
(S).

Pair of dolls in framed cases. 12 1/2" Parian shoulder head doll with blonde
centerpart hair and molded bun. She has a beautiful face. Blue eyes, pierced ears
and glass earrings. Cloth body with parian lower arms and legs. Dressed in
antique rose silk 3 pc. outfit with ruching trim detail. Mounted on a silk
background and tied at neck. Condition: clothes are very fragile having major age
loss, discoloration. Frame is 12" x 15" x 3". Also included is a 5" bisque
reproduction doll Mrs. Mary Todd Lincoln, 1966 UFDC Chicago Convention, by E J
Carter. The doll is mounted in front of a photo of a winding staircase. This frame
is 9" x 11" x 1 1/2" and is sealed. This lot is being sold AS IS.

3089

LOT OF CHINA
/PARIAN DOLL
(S).

12" China shoulder head Low brow doll with black hair. Dressed in vintage
clothing. She is sitting on and tied into a vintage wooden upholstered rocking
chair. She is representing a sewing doll with spools of thread on either side of
chair. The back of her chair is the pin cushion.

50
200

LOT OF CHINA
/PARIAN DOLL
(S).

Lot of (3) china shoulder head Low brows with black hair. 13" Doll is marked 1
Germany. Antique cloth body, china lower limbs with painted blue bows on
garters. Antique clothing. 16" Doll is marked Germany. Vintage cloth body,
bisque lower arms, china lower legs with painted blue bows on garters. Antique
clothing. 20" Doll may be marked under the pin jointed leather body. Newer
bisque lower arms (with finger broken, damage to right knee). Dressed in vintage
/antique clothing. Condition: as stated. Nothing observed on the china shoulder
heads. This lot s being sold AS IS.

50
200

LOT OF CHINA
/PARIAN DOLL
(S).

Pair of china shoulder head dolls with blonde hair, blue eyes. 11 1/2" Doll is
marked 1946 - 6 X 0? and has a center part slightly off center. Antique cloth
body, parian lower limbs. Antique clothing. Condition: right cloth knee is
damaged. Back of head has been repaired. 18" Male doll is unmarked and has
center part hair. Pin jointed leather body with bisque lower arms. Dressed in
vintage/antique clothing, oilcloth shoes. Condition: nothing observed on china of
this doll. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

LOT OF CHINA
/PARIAN DOLL
(S).

Lot of (3) china shoulder head dolls. Pair of Low brow "Pet Name" dolls. 16" Doll
has black hair and a molded bodice with name "Marion". She is marked: PATENT
APPD FOR GERMANY. Vintage cloth body with replaced china arms and (painted)
legs. Vintage clothing. 17" Doll has blonde hair and a molded bodice with name
"Ethel". She is marked the same as the other doll. Vintage cloth body with
replaced china lower arms and (painted) lower legs. Newer clothing. 14" Doll has
black center part hair. Her clothes are sewn on and may be covering any mark.
Antique cloth body with brown leather boots. Antique clothing. Condition: as
stated. Nothing observed on china from what can be seen. This lot is being sold
AS IS.

50
200

LOT OF CHINA
/PARIAN DOLL
(S).

Lot of various china and parian dolls, shoulder heads. China - 7" Doll with newer
body. Antique outfit that comes with it is for a much larger doll. 6" Doll on an
antique cloth body has no lower limbs. Antique clothing. 1" Head. Condition: all
of these have damage, age loss. 4" "0" Shoulder head with center part blonde
hair. Parian - pair of 4" dolls with parian lower limbs. Dressed to complement
each other. 11 1/2" Doll with original blue cloth body, parian lower limbs. Boots
are glazed. Vintage clothing. Condition: legs are crackled. This lot is being sold AS
IS.

50
200

LOT OF CHINA
/PARIAN DOLL
(S).

Lot of (4) China Low brow dolls. Blonde - 11 1/2" Doll marked "0" has china lower
limbs, antique clothing. Condition: body has age loss. Black hair dolls - 11" Doll
has a vintage cloth body. Antique clothing. (Chip on rim edge). 12 1/2" Doll is
marked GERMANY. She has parian lower limbs, vintage clothing. 14" Doll is
marked O K. China lower limbs . Antique clothing. (Missing part of left lower
arm). Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

LOT OF CHINA
/PARIAN DOLL
(S).

Pair of china head dolls. Both dolls have blue eyes, black hair with pre-1880's hair
styles. Female - 11" Doll with faint pink blush tint. Milliner's model type body
with painted green shoes. Attractive antique clothing: print dress, (2) petticoats,
pantaloons, pink ruched bonnet. Stand. Male - 15" Doll. Body has either been
recovered or replaced; leather lower arrms with sewn down fingers, wooden
lower legs. Antique black faile formal clothing is sewn onto body. Condition: as
stated. Nothing observed on china from what can be seen.

50
300

3090

3091

3092

3093

3094

3095
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50
200

LOT OF CHINA
/PARIAN DOLL
(S).

19" Unmarked 1870's-1880's china shoulder head doll with black center part hair,
blue eyes. Very rosey cheek coloring. Cloth body with china lower arms, legs with
pink boots. Dressed in vintage velveteen gown with glass beaded trim. Condition:
body repair on right leg where china leg is attached. Nothing observed on
shoulder head.

50
200

3097

LOT OF CHINA
/PARIAN DOLL
(S).

Pair of dolls. China - 18" unmarked 1870's-1880's shoulder head doll with black
center part hair, blue eyes. Vintage cloth body, china lower limbs with painted
black flat soled boots. Dressed in vintage taffeta dress, no underwear. Condition:
as stated. Nothing observed on china. Clothing has age fading, discoloration.
Parian - 13" "4" Low brow doll with blonde hair. Vintage/antique cloth body with
parian lower arms. Dressed in antique clothing, underwear. Condition: as stated.
Nothing observed on shoulder head.

50
200

3098

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

19 1/2" "Miss Dolly" No. 316. Doll has the incised marked on back of torso.
Replaced brown human hair wig. Painted eyes, open mouth with four teeth
showing. Dressed in replaced vintage/antique clothing. Black oilcloth shoes.
Stand. Condition: paint touch up on face.

100
300

3099

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

19 1/2" "Miss Dolly" No. 317. Doll has a small portion of the decal remaining on
back of torso. Replaced brown braided human hair wig. Doll has SLEEP eyes. She
has an open mouth with four teeth showing. Dressed in a combination of newer
/vintage and antique clothing. Brown leather shoes. Stand. Condition: paint
touch up on face.

100
300

3100

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

19 1/2" "Miss Dolly" No. 316. Doll has the incised mark on back of torso.
Replaced brown human hair wig. Painted eyes, open mouth with four teeth
showing. Dressed in antique clothing, socks, hat and newer brown leather shoes.
Stand. Condition: face has been repainted.

100
300

3101

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

21 1/2" "Miss Dolly" No. 316. Doll has the decal on the back of the torso.
Replaced long blonde mohair wig. Painted eyes, open mouth with four teeth
showing. Dressed as a male in a three piece black wool formal outfit, white shirt,
black oilcloth shoes. Stand. Condition: eyes have been repainted. Minor touch up
on face. Finger nails painted.

100
300

3102

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

Pair of Schoenhut items. 21 1/2" "Miss Dolly" No. 316. Doll has the decal on back
of torso. Replaced long curly tosca mohair wig. Painted eyes, open mouth with
four teeth showing. Dressed in only a union suit, reproduction pin and ivory
oilcloth shoes. Stand. She is carrying a 7 1/2" Schoenhut Milk Maid? with blue
legs, black feet. Dressed in only a petticoat.

100
300

3096
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SCHOENHUT
LOT.

21 1/2" Model No. 308C/405. Doll has the decal on back of torso. Replaced long
brown human hair wig. Dressed in antique/vintage clothing, brown leather shoes.
Stand. Condition: head has been completely repainted.

100
300

3104

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

20" Model No. 407. Doll has the incised mark on the back of torso. Replaced
brown mohair braided wig. Brown integlio eyes. Dressed in antique/vintage
clothing. Black leather shoes. Condition: head has been repainted, but not the
eyes. Mouth has been painted to cover up the original fuller upper lip. The
modelling is still there to show original lip line.

100
300

3105

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

19" Model No. 308/405. Doll has the decal on the back of torso. Replaced brown
mohair wig. Brown integlio eyes. Dressed in newer clothing, shoes. Condition: no
repaint visible. Wig has been cut.

100
300

3106

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

19 1/2" Model No. 308/405. Doll has the decal on back of torso. Replaced short
blonde mohair wig. Brown integlio eyes. Dressed in antique clothing, pale gray
leather shoes. ORIGINAL FACTORY UNION SUIT. Stand. Condition: no evidence of
repaint.

100
300

3107

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

19" Model No. 308/405. Doll has the incised mark on back of torso. Original
brown mohair wig (nailed to head). ORIGINAL FACTORY UNION SUIT. Black
leather shoes (sole missing). Condition: as stated. Doll is very dirty but no repaint
observed. Wig has major age loss.

100
300

3108

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

17" Model No. 108 Toddler. Doll has the decals on both back of the head and
back of the torso. Painted eyes. This doll has the nail holes for a wig but has no
wig and hair is not painted. Dressed in reproduction union suit; three pc. sailor
suit. Newer oilcloth shoes. Stand. Condition: as stated. No repaint on face
observed.

100
300

3109

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

17" Model No. 108 Toddler. Doll has the incised mark on back of head and back
of torso. Painted eyes. Replaced brown mohair wig. Dressed in vintage clothing,
newer brown leather shoes. Stand. Condition: head has been completely
repainted.

100
300

3103
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3110

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

17" Model No. 108 Toddler. Doll has the decal on back of head and incised mark
on back of torso. Original brown mohair wig is nailed on. Painted eyes. Dressed in
reproduction union suit, brown leather shoes. Stand. Condition: doll has (2) LEFT
hands. No repaint on face observed.

100
300

3111

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

17" Model No. 108 Toddler. Doll has the decal on the back of the head and back
of the torso. Painted eyes. There is no wig but the original nails are in the head.
Hair is not painted. Dressed in newer 3 pc. suit, striped shirt, striped socks.
Alexander boots. Stand. Condition: as stated. Some paint touch up on face.

100
300

3112

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

17" Model No. 107W Toddler Walker. Doll has the round decal on back of head
and oval decal on back of torso. Painted eyes. Replaced brown mohair wig.
Dressed in 3 Pc. wool suit with glass button closure. Black oilcloth shoes. Stand.
Condition: minor paint touch up on face.

100
300

3113

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

15" Model No. 317. Doll has the decal on back of torso. Blue SLEEP eyes, open
mouth with teeth showing. Replaced long brown curly human hair wig. Dressed
in vintage clothing, reproduction union suit, turquoise oilcloth shoes. Stand.
Condition: head has been repainted.

100
300

3114

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

15" Model No. 317. Doll has the decal on the back of the torso. Brown SLEEP
eyes, open mouth with four teeth showing. Replaced honey blonde mohair wig.
Dressed in newer sailor suit, red oilcloth shoes. Stand. Condition: no repaint
visible. Paint loss on end of nose.

100
300

3115

SCHOENHUT
LOT.

15" Model No. 316. Doll has decal on back of torso. Blue painted eyes, open
mouth with four teeth showing. Replaced honey blonde braided mohair wig.
Dressed in vintage reproduction Schoenhut dress, union suit and pink leather
Mary Jane shoes. Reproduction Schoenhut stand. Condition: head and body have
been completely repainted.

100
300

3116

JOEL ELLIS
DOLL.

12" All wood doll with mortise and tendon joints, carved blonde hair, painted
features. Metal hands and feet with painted turquoise boots. Black paper band
around waist. NO clothing. Condition: paint loss, crazing, cracks. This doll is being
sold AS IS.

100
300
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3117

7 1/2" A.253.M. NOBBI KID REG. USA PAT.OFF. GERMANY 11/0 Googly eye doll.
GERMAN
Blue sleep eyes with watermelon smile. Brown mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache
BISQUE DOLLS, body with painted brown 1-strap shoes, socks. Dressed in 3 pc. crocheted outfit.
UNDER 12".
Stand. Condition: a couple of black kiln specks, otherwise nothing observed on
bisque after careful examination. Arms have had repaint. Wig is thin.

200
400

3118

6 1/2" 322.A.11/0.M. Solid dome Googly eye doll. Blue integlio side glance eyes,
GERMAN
watermelon smile, painted light brown hair. 5 Pc. papier mache body with
BISQUE DOLLS, painted red shoes. Dressed in 3 pc. crocheted outfit. Stand. Condition: a couple
UNDER 12".
of small mold imperfections on back of head otherwise, nothing observed on
bisque after careful examination.

100
300

3119

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have blue sleep eyes, open mouths, mohair wigs, 5 pc.
papier mache bodies with painted shoes/socks. 7 1/2" Doll is marked K * R
HALBIG 19. Honey blonde hair. 2-Strap rust shoes, black socks. Dressed in 2 pc.
GERMAN
crocheted outfit. Stand. Condition: wig is glued down tightly. Nothing observed
BISQUE DOLLS, on bisque from what can be seen. 8 1/2" Doll is marked MADE IN GERMANY
UNDER 12".
HERM STEINER 14/0. Brown hair. 1-Strap rust shoes, ivory socks. Dressed in 3-pc.
crocheted outfit. Stand. Condition: red firing line on back of head is NOT a
hairline. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3120

Pair of dolls. Both 7" dolls have blue sleep eyes, open mouths, mohair wigs. They
are both wearing shoes/socks. Doll 1) marked MADE IN GERMANY JDK 149.
Papier mache body has 1 pc. arms but jointed legs. Blonde wig. Dressed in
GERMAN
BISQUE DOLLS, antique dress, socks. NO underwear. Straw hat, newer red leather shoes. Stand.
Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Doll 2) marked Heubach Kopplesdorf 250UNDER 12".
18/0 GERMANY. Papier mache jointed body. Brown wig. Dressed in 2 pc.
crocheted outfit, factory chemise, white paper shoes. Stand. Condition: nothing
observed on bisque.

100
300

3121

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have open mouths, mohair wigs, 5 pc. papier mache
bodies with painted rust shoes, black socks. They are each wearing a 3 pc.
GERMAN
crocheted outfit. 2-Strap shoes. (2) Stands. 7 1/2" Doll is marked I 12/0
BISQUE DOLLS, GERMANY. Stationary blue eyes , dark brown hair. 8 1/2" Doll is marked 21
UNDER 12".
GERMANY R14A. brown sleep eyes, brown wig. 1-Strap shoes. Condition: she has
a dimple on her chin. Paint chipping on right lower leg. Nothing observed on the
bisque of either doll.

100
300

3122

7" GERMANY 323. A.11/0.M. Googly eye doll. Stationary blue eyes, watermelon
GERMAN
BISQUE DOLLS, mouth, blonde braided mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache body with painted 1-strap
rust shoes, ivory socks. Dressed in vintage clothing, antique bonnet. Condition:
UNDER 12".
nothing observed on bisque after careful examination.

200
400

3123

Original family owned lot. Lot of (3) dolls. All of the dolls have sleep eyes, open
mouths, blonde mohair wigs. 5 Pc. papier mache bodies. They are all wearing
antique clothing. 7" Doll is marked 293 8/0 S C (Franz Schmidt). Brown eyes.
Painted black socks, 2 strap-tan shoes. Cotton and silk clothing, bonnet. Stand.
Condition: notihng observed on bisque. Silk on dress has age loss. Doll is loose
GERMAN
and needs to be restrung. 5" Doll is marked S & H K * R 13. Blue eyes. 5 Pc. body
BISQUE DOLLS, has bare feet. Dressed in pink wool dress, NO underwear or shoes. Silk satin
UNDER 12".
bonnet. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Doll is in pieces and needs to be
restrung. 5 1/2: Doll is marked "0". Blue eyes. 5 Pc. body HAD painted shoes
/socks but both feet are missing. Antique cotton clothing inc. underwear.
Condition: as stated. Nothing observed on bisque. This doll is good for the parts
and clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
300
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3124

Pair of character baby dolls with solid dome heads, blue eyes, 5 pc. papier mache
bent limb baby bodies. 8" Doll is marked 3/0 GERMANY 4 (Heubach). Integlio
eyes, closed mouth, painted blonde hair. Dressed in 3 pc. crocheted outfit with
GERMAN
complementary shirt and booties. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Both
BISQUE DOLLS, feet have age loss and have been repaired but not repainted. 9 1/2" Doll is
UNDER 12".
marked 2/0 151. Stationary eyes, open/closed mouth, painted dark blonde hair.
Dressed in vintage romper, crocheted hat and matching booties. Condition: pock
mark in bisque on top of head otherwise, nothing observed on bisque.

50
300

3125

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have synthetic wigs, open mouths, papier mache bodies
and are wearing antique clothing. 9" Doll is marked 1909 DEP R 11/0 A.
Stationary blue eyes, brown hair. 5 Pc. body with painted 2-strap orange shoes,
GERMAN
black socks. Antique print 2 pc. outfit. Stand. Condition: 1/4" firing hairline on
BISQUE DOLLS, back of socket hole. 11 1/2" Doll is marked MADE IN GERMANY HERM STEINER 5
UNDER 12".
/0. Brown sleep eyes, honey blonde hair. Fully jointed body with 1 pc. lower
arms. Antique white cotton dress, NO underwear. White paper tie shoes.
Condition: black kiln specks on bisque otherwise, nothing observed. Doll is loose
ad needs to be restrung.

50
300

3126

Original family owned doll. 8 1/2" 1. HALBIG? K * R. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth,
GERMAN
curly blonde mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache body, Dressed in all original Scottish
BISQUE DOLLS, costume: red felt coat, wool plaid scarf and kilt, sporn, black fur hat, black 3/0
UNDER 12".
shoes, gaters. Condition: 1/4" kiln /firing crack on back rim edge. Nothing else
observed on bisque. Hat has age loss. Clothing has age discoloration.

50
300

3127

Pair of dolls. Pair of 4 1/2" dolls marked GERMANY A.16/0.M. All original
GERMAN
companion dolls have stationary blue eyes, closed mouths, brown mohair wigs, 5
BISQUE DOLLS, pc. papier mache bodies with painted rust 1-strap shoes/ivory socks. Girl and boy
UNDER 12".
are dressed as a little Tyrolean brother and sister. Condition: nothing observed
on bisque. Minor age discoloration/fading on clothing.

50
300

3128

Pair of dolls. Pair of 5 1/2" dolls marked GERMANY A.15/0.M. Original companion
dolls have stationary blue eyes, closed mouths, brown mohair wigs, 5 pc. papier
GERMAN
BISQUE DOLLS, mache bodies with painted brown 1-strap shoes/ivory socks. Girl and boy are
dressed in costume of country they represent. Condition: nothing observed on
UNDER 12".
bisque. Right arm of boy has been repaired at elbow. Age loss to boy's mohair
hat. Minor age discoloration/fading on clothing.

50
300

3129

9" 2/0 (79)HEUBACH square 11 GERMANY grinning character baby. Blue integlio
GERMAN
eyes, open/closed mouth, molded/painted blonde hair. 5 Pc. papier mache baby
BISQUE DOLLS, body. Dressed in antique pink organdy dress, petticoat and flannel 1 pc.
UNDER 12".
undergarment. Condition: brown firing line under chin otherwise, nothing
observed on bisque after careful examination.

50
300

3130

Original family owned dolls. Lot of (3) dolls. All of the dolls have brown eyes,
mohair wigs, 5 pc. papier mache bodies. Pair of painted bisque dolls with closed
mouths: GERMANY 390. 5" Doll is 16/0 and has stationary eyes. 5 1/2" Doll is 15
GERMAN
/0 and has sleep eyes (which need to be reset). 6" Doll is marked Gbr.K 44-14,
BISQUE DOLLS, has stationary eyes, open mouth, irregular cheek coloring. All of the dolls are
UNDER 12".
dressed in original costumes representing different countries. Condition: as
stated. Nothing observed on bisque of any doll. Paint loss on shoes. Clothing has
some age fading. This lot s being sold AS IS.

50
300

3131

Lot of (3) dolls. Doll 1) 8" Gbr. K (in sun symbol) 44-17. Stationary brown eyes,
open mouth, brown mohair wig, 5 Pc. papier mache body. Dressed in original
French Regional costume with cloth sandals. Condition: firing lines on side mold
GERMAN
lines. Doll 2) 8" shoulder head doll with stationary blue eyes, closed mouth.
BISQUE DOLLS, Blonde mohair wig. Original costume of his country is sewn onto body (so mark
UNDER 12".
can not be seen) Cloth body with bisque lower arms. Condition: missing (1) paper
shoe. Nothing observed on bisque. Also an all bisque - 7" painted bisque Made in
Japan. Molded painted features, hair and hat.

50
300
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3132

BISQUE
FIGURINE LOT

8" T x 11" L HEUBACH crawling piano baby marked 3101 with Heubach sunburst.
Blue integlio eyes. Condition: nothing observed on bisque.

50
300

3133

BISQUE
FIGURINE LOT

9" T HEUBACH sitting piano baby. Unmarked. Blue integlio eyes. Condition: mold
imperfection on left wrist otherwise, nothing observed on bisque.

50
300

3134

BISQUE
FIGURINE LOT

8" T HEUBACH sitting piano baby marked with Heubach sunburst. Blue integlio
eyes. Condition: nothing observed on bisque.

50
300

3135

BISQUE
FIGURINE LOT

Pair of HEUBACH "Flower Children". Pink bonnet - 5" T is unmarked except for
inked 43. Blue bonnet - 5 1/4" T has the Heubach sunburst (mark illegible) and
inked 46. Condition: nothing observed on bisque.

50
300

3136

BISQUE
FIGURINE LOT

11" T Baby on green chair marked R (with crossed swords symbol). Condition: a
small pock mark on each cheek. Nothing else observed on bisque.

50
300

3137

BISQUE
FIGURINE LOT

Pair of 9 1/2" T Busts of companion male and female. Both are marked: incised
No.934 with blue stamp R (in square). She has blue integlio eyes, he has brown
integlio eyes. Condition: female - nothing observed on bisque. Male - 1/4" firing
line on his chest, otherwise nothing observed on bisque.

50
50

3138

13" Ideal Shirley Temple doll in original dress, underwear, ivory oilcloth shoes.
Comes with wardrobe of the period. Condition: sleep eyes still have good color.
LOT OF
Wig has been restyled but full. Pleating on dress has been ironed out. Crazing.
COMPOSITION Wardrobe consists of clothing of the period: organdy dress/bonnet. (2) Organdy
DOLL(S).
dresses, 2 Pc. sailor suit. Dimity dress and silk dress (major age loss). Also
included are (2) dresses for an 11" doll. Stand. Condition: some age discoloration
/loss on clothing.

100
300

3139

17" Ideal Shirley Temple doll in vintage clothing. Organdy dress, 1 pc.
undergarment, ivory oilcloth shoes. Comes with wardrobe of the period.
LOT OF
Condition: sleep eyes still have good color. Wig has been restyled. Crazing.
COMPOSITION Wardrobe consists in clothing of the period: taffeta coat/bonnet. Rayon dress
DOLL(S).
/teddy. Rayon PJ set. (2) Cotton dresses. Print pinafore/bonnet tagged Berea
College Student Industries Berea, KY. Reversible plaid raincoat with detachable
hood. Stand.

100
300
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3140

18" Ideal Shirley Temple doll in vintage clothing. Reversible plaid raincoat with
detachable hood, underwear, ivory oilcloth shoes. Comes with wardrobe of the
LOT OF
period: TAGGED Shirley Temple blue polka dot dress. TAGGED Shirley Temple
COMPOSITION pink organdy pleated dress (with pleats ironed out). Printed organdy pleated
DOLL(S).
dress (with some pleats). (4) Cotton dresses. Stand. Condition: sleep eyes have
lost their color. Hair has been played with but not combed out. Very nice cheek
coloring. Crazing, light cracks. Clothing has some age discoloration/loss.

100
300

3141

14" Doll with torso marked "3". VOGUE "Sandra Lee" doll. Blue sleep eyes, open
LOT OF
mouth, uncombed strawberry blonde mohair wig. Tagged VOGUE DOLLS, Inc.
COMPOSITION Medford, Mass. dress with matching hat and purse. Purse contains marked
DOLL(S).
Vogue lipstick/rouge and powder cannister. Red oilcloth shoes. Stand. Condition:
crazing. Note: doll is attributed to Ideal but dressed by Vogue.

50
200

3142

Pair of tagged, all original 9 1/2" Effanbee Patsyette dolls: George and Martha
Washington. Both dolls have white mohair wigs, original felt/cotton clothing,
LOT OF
oilcloth shoes. He has brown eyes, his hang tag and metal heart bracelet. She has
COMPOSITION blue eyes and her metal heart bracelet. (2) Stands. Condition: light crazing. Age
DOLL(S).
fading and minor moth damage on clothing. This is a very cute couple! (Tag under
her skirt reads 1935 Mt. Vernon.)

100
300

3143

Pair of all original 5 1/2" Effanbee Wee Patsy dolls. Pin on each doll reads:
LOT OF
Colleen Moore Fairy Princess an Effanbee Doll. Both dolls have painted red hair,
COMPOSITION blue eyes, black shoes, socks. Dressed in matching sailor outfits, a boy and girl.
DOLL(S).
(2) Stands. Condition: light crazing but paint is flaking on girl's left shoe. A really
cute pair!

100
300

3144

LOT OF
COMPANY
TAGS, PINS,
ETC. FOR
DOLLS.

Factory original items for marking vintage dolls/animals. EFFANBEE - (4) 1930's
heart doll bracelets. 1930's EFFANBEE child's heart necklace. (2) Cloth EFFanBEE
Durable Doll tags. (1) Cloth EFFanBEE Doll Finest & Best tag. EFFANBEE DOLLS pin.
EFFanBEE Durable Dolls Member Patsy Doll Club pin. SHE'S A DOLL Deanna
Durbin pin. Cloth MADAME HENDREN DOLLS "Everybody Loves Them" tag. 1950's
Cloth SHIRLEY TEMPLE tag. STEIFF - (2) incised brass clip on earrings with yellow
tag. (3) Metal HERMANN tie tacks. Plastic ANNIE heart medallion. Paper hang tag
HORSMAN'S SWEETHEART A Horsman Art Doll.

30
100

3145

Pair of Effanbee Patsy Family dolls. Doll 1) 22" Effanbee Patsy Lou with painted
red hair, green sleep eyes. Dressed in vintage green polka dot dress with
LOT OF
matching bonnet; underwear. Newer shoes. Condition: (1) eye has lost it's color.
COMPOSITION Crazing. Torso appears to have repaint. Doll 2) 20" Effanbee Patsy-Ann copyright
DOLL(S).
PAT. 1283558. Auburn mohair wig, brown sleep eyes. Dressed in original TAGGED
EFFanBEE Durable Dolls pink polka dot dress with matching teddy and hat. Red
oilcloth shoes. Condition: eyes have lost their color. Crazing. Age loss on shoes.

100
300

3146

This doll has a composite head and the mark is illegible. Blue tin sleep eyes, open
LOT OF
mouth, brown mohair wig. High gloss finish on painted head. Composite jointed
COMPOSITION body is marked AMBERG VICTORY DOLL. Dressed in vintage brown striped outfit
DOLL(S).
with velveteen trim. Brown oilcloth shoes. Stand. Condition. Body has been
completely repainted (and head may have had some touch up).

50
200
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3147

19" "Baby Peggy " doll. Ca 1928, made by the Louis Amberg & Son Co. Molded
shoulder head doll with dark brown bobbed hair and painted features. Cloth
LOT OF
body with composition lower arms. Dressed in vintage clothing, oilcloth shoes.
COMPOSITION Stand. Condition: head and arms have been completely repainted. Note with doll
DOLL(S).
states: "Baby Peggy was a popular silent film child actress. Her career was over at
eight years old".

50
200

3148

LOT OF ALL
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

6 1/2" 20-16 (Byelo Baby). Painted blue eyes and light brown hair. 5 Pc. bent limb
baby body. Dressed in 2-pc knit romper/sweater and crocheted hat/booties.
Condition: firing imperfections on inside of both legs in hook area. Cheek rub.
Nothing else observed on bisque.

50
200

3149

LOT OF ALL
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

6 1/2" 31/15 COPYRIGHT GERMANY .(Byelo Baby). Painted brown eyes and light
brown hair. 5 Pc. bent limb baby body. Dressed in pink crocheted sweater and
bonnet; knit booties. White cotton dress and underwear. Condition: nothing
observed on bisque. Age loss, discoloration on clothing.

50
200

3150

LOT OF ALL
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

8" 19/50 COPY. BY GRACE S. PUTNAM GERMANY (Byelo Baby). Brown sleep eyes,
brown human hair wig. 5 Pc. bent limb baby body with painted pink shoes, socks.
Dressed in 3 pc. lavender crocheted outfit. Condition: right arm has been repaired
/repainted. Left leg has been repaired/repainted. Left arm hook has been
repaired. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3151

LOT OF ALL
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

6" 16/15 COPY. BY GRACE S. PUTNAM GERMANY (Byelo Baby). Blue sleep eyes,
blonde mohair wig. 5 Pc. bent limb baby body with painted blue shoes, socks.
Dressed in 2 pc. crocheted outfit. Condition: chip under left arm on hole. Chip on
rim edge of left leg torso hole. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3152

LOT OF ALL
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

5" 6-12 COPY. BY GRACE S. PUTNAM GERMANY (Byelo Baby). Blue sleep eyes,
painted blonde hiar. Swivel neck with 5 pc. bent limb baby body. Dressed in
crocheted cap and booties; little night shirt. Condition: nothing observed on
bisque.

100
300

3153

LOT OF ALL
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

Pair of all original 4" German doll house dolls with stationary glass eyes, closed
mouths, brown mohair wigs, 5 pc. bodies. Doll 1) Baker with curly hair. 2-Strap
black shoes. Dressed in outfit with apron, tall hat, striped pants. Doll 2) has 1strap black shoes. Dressed in felt hat/coat and pants. Condition: Baker's bisque is
rough on face, otherwise nothing observed.

100
300
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LOT OF ALL
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

Pair of dolls with stationary eyes, closed mouths, brown mohair wigs, 5 pc.
bodies with painted shoes/socks. Doll 1) 3 1/2" (mark illegible) wire strung doll
with brown eyes, black shoes. Newer clothing. Doll 2) 6" Unmarked strung doll
with blue eyes, rust shoes. Leather lined sockets. Dressed in newer dress, NO
underwear. (2) Stands. Condition: nothing observed on bisque of either doll.

50
200

LOT OF ALL
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

Pair of 5" dolls with stationary eyes, closed mouths. 5 Pc. bodies with black
shoes, shirred stockings. Doll 1) 540/3 has blue eyes, long white fur wig. Blue
stockings. Antique dress, underwear. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Doll
2) 517 3/8? has brown eyes, blonde mohair wig. White stockings. Dressed in
vintage clothing, crocheted bonnet. Condition: chip on right upper leg. Tape
residue on both legs from being taped together at one point. This lot is being sold
AS IS. (2) Stands.

50
200

3156

LOT OF ALL
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

Lot of (4) dolls. Dolls have painted eyes, closed mouths. All of them but (1) have 5
pc. bodies, painted shoes/socks. 2 1/2" 4/0 Wire strung doll, molded blonde hair,
blue shoes. NO clothing. 3" Germany wire strung pink bisque doll, brown mohair
wig, brown shoes. Antique clothing. 3 1/2" 620 Germany wire strung pink bisque
doll, brown mohair wig, rust shoes. Vintage clothing. 4 1/2" 6250 doll with wire
strung arms only. Auburn hair, rust shoes. Vintage clothing. Condition: nothing
observed on bisque from what can be seen. Paint is worn. This lot is being sold AS
IS.

50
200

3157

LOT OF ALL
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

Lot of (3) dolls. Doll 1) 6 1/4" (Mark illegible) 4 with blue sleep eyes, open/closed
mouth, brown mohair wig, swivel head, 5 pc. body with painted brown shoes.
Clothing appears to be original. The next (2) dolls have painted blue eyes, closed
mouths, blonde mohair wigs, 5 pc. bodies with painted shoes. Doll 2) 4 1/4" 130?
0 1/2 with brown 2-strap shoes. Vintage clothing. 3 1/4 All original doll dressed in
Norweigian outfit with black shoes. Stand. Condition: nothing observed on bisque.

100
300

LOT OF ALL
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

Lot of (3) items designed by Rose O'Neill. 5 1/4" Kewpie doll in OB. Marked on
feet: O'Neill. Strung arms. Doll has been dressed. Box lid reads: GERMANY No. 2
/297/4 1/2/0. 5 1/2" Kewpie. Marked on feet: O'Neill. Strung arms. Condition:
kiln crack in front of right blue wing. Hook on left arm has been rebuilt. 2 1/2"
Doodledog vase. JAPAN. Also, 1 1/2" Celluloid Kewpie. Condition: as stated. This
lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

LOT OF
CELLULOID
DOLL(S).

Pair of 17" solid dome baby dolls with socket heads. Both dolls have painted hair,
brown glass eyes, closed mouths, 5 pc. bodies. Doll 1) is marked FRANCE 45 and
has black hair, sleep eyes. Toddler body. Dressed in flannel sleeper, suede shoes.
Condition: pencil/ink mark on neck. Doll 2) is marked ABK POLAND and has
brown hair, stationary eyes, open/closed mouth. Bent limb baby body. Dressed in
vintage gingham romper. NO shoes. Condition: this doll needs to be retrung.
Nothing else observed on either doll.

30
200

3160

LOT OF
CELLULOID
DOLL(S).

Pair of solid dome baby dolls. Both dolls are marked (turtle symbol) 103 14
GERMANY and have 10" circ. heads. They have blonde painted hair, stationary
blue glass eyes, closed mouths, cloth bodies, composition hands. Doll 1) is 12" L
and has her original body. Dressed in newer clothing, booties. Doll 2) is 10" L and
has a reproduction "frog" body. She is dressed in antique gown, petticoat.
Condition: as stated. Nothing observed on either head.

30
200

3161

LOT OF
CELLULOID
DOLL(S).

Pair of 17" solid dome baby dolls with socket heads. Both dolls have painted
brown hair, blue eyes, closed mouths, 5 pc. bent limb baby bodies. Both are
wearing pale blue knit outfits. Doll 1) is marked FRANCE with eagle symbol.
Stationary eyes with lashes. Condition: small cracks around front of neck at torso.
Toe nails have been polished. Doll 2) is marked FRANCE SNF (in diamond symbol)
45. Painted eyes. Condition: head is loose. This lot is being sold AS IS.

30
200

3154

3155

3158

3159
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LOT OF
CELLULOID
DOLL(S).

17" J.D.K. 201. 3. shoulder head doll. Stationary blue eyes, open mouth, blonde
synthetic wig. Leather pin jointed body with celluloid lower arms and legs.
Dressed in attractive antique cotton dress with bib front, petticoat, factory teddy,
pantaloons, lace socks. Ivory oilcloth shoes, straw hat. Stand. Condition: nothing
observed on celluloid.

30
200

3163

LOT OF
CELLULOID
DOLL(S).

Lot of (5) French dolls. All of these all original beautiful costume dolls appear to
be Les Poupees de Bretagne. They have painted eyes, closed mouths, brown
curly mohair wigs. 3 1/2" Doll has no hang tag. 6" Doll Poupee Bretonne KOANTIC
Breiz. Stand. 13" Doll has no hang tag. Condition: age loss to underwear and left
shoe heel. Age discoloration on whites, spots on apron. 13 1/2" Doll Les Poupees
BLANCHE GAUTIER Paris Pont-Aven. Stand. Condition: age spots on pink apron.
14" Doll Le Minor Made in France Je m'appelle BLANDINE mon pays est LYON.
Overall condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3164

LOT OF DOLLS
REPRESENTING
OTHER
COUNTRIES.

Lot of (10) Russian cloth dolls. (9) Unmarked dolls are 8" and have painted
/needlework faces. Clothing appears original and they are all wearing raffia shoes
that are tied on their feet. (8) Stands. Also, 7 1/2" Cloth doll marked Made in
Soviet Union 8200 SKY GIRL. Stand. Overall condition: some age discoloration on
clothing. This is an interesting lot.

50
300

3165

LOT OF DOLLS
REPRESENTING
OTHER
COUNTRIES.

Lot of (4) dolls. 5" Wooden vendor figure selling jumping jacks? Marked Made in
German Democratic Republic. Pair of all original 8" celluloid/plastic German boy
/girl dolls. She is tagged Kathi (in her dirndl outfit) Original Schmider Trachten. 9 1
/2" Composite Finland? girl doll with mohair wig. Original clothing. Condition:
loss on shoes. Mohair wig may not be original. This lot is being sold AS IS.

30
200

3166

LOT OF DOLLS
REPRESENTING
OTHER
COUNTRIES.

Lot of (5) dolls. All have painted eyes, closed mouths. Pair of 7" composite boy
/girl Dutch dolls in original costumes. Paper in boy's box reads: Pieter,
Spaarndam, Holland. All original 12" Dutch girl with composite head. All original
celluloid Dutch boy. Both have wooden shoes. (2) Stands. 14" All orignal celluloid
German girl doll with Turtle mark. Condition: some age discoloration on clothing.

50
300

3167

Lot of (3) dolls. The costumes appear to be all original. 8" Doll has a painted
papier mache? head, cloth body. 14" Dutch boy has a composite head with
LOT OF DOLLS painted features. Composition and wood body; this doll is a walker. Wooden
REPRESENTING shoes. Stand. The most interesting doll in this lot is a 13" character china head
OTHER
doll representing Wales? Molded gray hair and red/white polka dot head
COUNTRIES.
covering. Dressed in vintage clothing - dress with trinkets sewn on apron. Stand.
Condition: newer body. NO shoes. Age discoloration on clothing. Loss on faces of
first two dolls.

50
200

3168

Lot of (5) dolls. All of the dolls' costumes appear to be original. Doll heads are
either papier mache, composite or celluloid. 5 Pc. bodies are either cloth,
LOT OF DOLLS composition or celluloid. 12" Girl has sleep eyes, original brown synthetic wig.
REPRESENTING 13" Girl (all celluloid) has painted eyes, blonde flax hair. 13 1/2" Girl has painted
OTHER
eyes, brown molded hair. 14" Girl has painted eyes, brown braided mohair wig.
COUNTRIES.
14" Boy has painted eyes, blonde mohair wig. Condition: some age discoloration,
loss to clothing/cloth bodies. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3169

LOT OF DOLLS
REPRESENTING
OTHER
COUNTRIES.

Lot of (3) dolls. All of these female dolls have stockinette heads with painted
features. All of the costumes appear to be original and all of them have some
embroidered detail. 12 1/2" Doll has black yarn hair and a cloth body. 14" Doll
has white floss hair and has a cloth torso, mounted on a paper cone. 17" Doll has
blonde braided wig and a cloth body. Stand. Condition: age discoloration on
clothing.

50
200

3170

Lot of (4) dolls. (3) German children with papier mache heads, painted features,
blonde mohair wigs. 5 Pc. cloth bodies. All original clothing. 6 1/2" Girl (age loss
LOT OF DOLLS on clothing). 6 1/2" Boy tagged Original MAYA Made in Germany. 8 1/2" Boy.
REPRESENTING Stand. Also, 7" Bisque head Scottish boy marked 200-16/0 (crown symbol) G&W
OTHER
Germany. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, brown mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache
COUNTRIES.
body. All original clothing. Condition: rubs on face. Age discoloration/fading on all
clothing.

50
200

3162
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3171

LOT OF DOLLS:
NATIVE
AMERICAN &
REPRESENTING
OTHER
COUNTRIES

Lot of (8) dolls. Native American - (2) 6 1/2" Marked Skookum children. 3 1/2"
Seminole from Florida. Other countries - (3) cloth dolls from the Soviet Union. (2)
Cloth Dutch? dolls. Condition: age discoloration/fading on clothing, some loss.
This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3171A

LOT OF DOLLS
REPRESENTING Lot of (7) Japanese wooden "Kokeshi" dolls. (2) 12" Nodders. (5) Non-nodders 6",
OTHER
7", 7", 8", 12".
COUNTRIES.

50
200

3172

LOT OF NATIVE Lot of (6) Skookum/type dolls. Pair of marked dolls: 11" woman with papoose. 11
AMERICAN
1/2" Male. Unmarked - 11 1/2" female. Also (2) 3" sitting children. 4"
DOLLS.
Cradleboard mailer. Condition: age discoloration, loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3173

Lot of (4) cloth Navajo dolls. 13", 14" Dolls are dressed in velvet and are
decorated with alot of jewelry. 13 1/2" Doll comes with a letter from Women's
LOT OF NATIVE Missionary Union of Maryland, Sept 25, 1944. It states that the doll was made by
AMERICAN
an eleven year old girl at The Baptist Indian School, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
DOLLS.
Although letter says that the face is painted, only the back of the head is, under
the hair. Features are embroidered. 10" 1950's doll. Condition: some age fading,
discoloration on clothing.

50
200

3174

LOT OF NATIVE Lot of (7) dolls. (4) Florida Seminole dolls 2 1/2" - 6". 7 1/2" Seminole doll with
AMERICAN
painted corn husk head, felt clothing. (2) 8 1/2" Leather dolls. Condition: age
DOLLS.
discoloration on clothing.

50
200

3175

LOT OF DOLLS:
AMERICAN &
REPRESENTING
OTHER
COUNTRIES

50
200

3176

19" Wax over papier mache shoulder head doll with blue sleep eyes, closed
mouth, pierced ears, brown braided human hair wig. Cloth body with wax over
LOT OF WAX
papier mache lower arms and legs and molded rust boots. Dressed in antique silk
/OVER DOLL(S). two-piece outfit, cotton pantaloons. NO petticoat. Condition: nose has been
repaired. Wax is worn on arms and legs. This doll is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3177

15 1/2" Wax shoulder head doll with blue sleep eyes, closed mouth, blonde
mohair wig. Leather gusseted body with white leather lower arms. Individual
LOT OF WAX
fingers. Dressed in antique black silk skirt, white teddy, petticoat, pantaloons.
/OVER DOLL(S). Faux white cape. NO shoes. Stand. Condition: some age loss to leather arms.
Rubs on cheeks. Nothing else observed on shoulder plate.

50
200

3178

27" Poured wax shoulder head artist doll marked "GILLIE 1980". Stationary blue
glass eyes, closed mouth, long brown human hair wig. Cloth body with wax lower
LOT OF WAX
arms and legs. Dressed in vintage white cotton dress and underwear. Eyelet
/OVER DOLL(S). detail. Knit socks. newer shoes. Condition: nothing observed on wax. Partner of
Lot #3179.

100
300

American - (5) all original cloth Hawaiian dolls. All of them have black yarn hair,
painted features. 7 1/2" Doll is marked: Made in Hawaii copyright 1938. 9 1/2"
Doll (label missing). 10 1/2" Doll is unmarked. 13" Doll is a Molly-es type with
mask face. 15 1/2" Doll is unmarked. Also, 10" unmarked vinyl doll from Fiji
Islands? Condition: age discoloration/fading on clothing.

© 2020 Alderfer Auction

3179

27" Poured wax shoulder head artist doll marked "GILLIE 1980". Stationary blue
eyes, closed mouth, short brown human hair wig. Cloth body with wax lower
LOT OF WAX
/OVER DOLL(S). arms and legs. Dressed in vintage dark red velveteen Little Lord Fauntleroy type
outfit, ivory shirt. Brown knit socks, newer shoes. Condition: nothing observed on
wax. Partner of Lot #3178.

100
300

3180

22 1/2" Unmarked wax over papier mache shoulder head doll. Painted features,
brown mohair wig. Cloth body with papier mache lower arms and legs and
LOT OF WAX
/OVER DOLL(S). molded boots. Dressed in antique white cotton dress. NO underwear. Stand.
Condition: repaint on face, arms and legs. Body has been repainted. This lot is
being sold AS IS.

50
100

3181

25" Unmarked wax over papier mache shoulder head doll. Stationary blue glass
eyes with painted red line over eyes. Closed mouth, beautiful molded blonde hair
with black head band. Cloth body with papier mache lower arms and legs with
LOT OF WAX
/OVER DOLL(S). painted blue boots, ivory socks and red garter line. Dressed in antique pale pink
dress, NO underwear. Stand. Condition: small dent on back of head; scratch on
cheek, otherwise nothing observed on shoulder head. Original cloth body has
been recovered and repaired on torso.

100
300

3182

27" Unmarked wax over papier mache shoulder head doll. Stationary black
pupilless glass eyes, closed mouth. Red synthetic (?) mohair wig is OVER a
molded hairstyle which can be felt but not seen. Vintage cloth body, vintage
LOT OF WAX
reproduction china lower arms and legs and gold painted boots. Dressed in
/OVER DOLL(S). child's antique cotton print dress with separate lace collar. NO underwear.
Condition: as stated. Painting on face is probably not original but nicely done.
Dress has age loss. This doll is being sold AS IS.

50
200

3183

Lot of (3) dolls. Pair of artist wax dolls. 19" "Babe", an original wax doll by artist
Alice Welpley. 1991 U.F.D.C. Region 2 -S Conference San Diego, CA #556. Painted
features and red heeled shoes. Blonde wig. Sweater reads: "SHIP AHOY". Stand.
LOT OF WAX
15" "Alexandra", an original wax doll by artist Bobi Langhau ODACA. Ltd. Edition
/OVER DOLL(S). of 1800 for 1988 U.F.D.C. Convention, Anaheim, CA. Stand. Also, 18" Unmarked
wax shoulder head doll. Tag reads: modern wax head and hands. Cloth body,
carved wooden legs. Painted features, molded brown hair. Dressed in green
velvet gown with sequin trim. Cotton underwear.

100
300

3184

LOT OF
MINIATURES.

Lot of furniture made by, dated and signed by artist Palmer Daughety, York, PA.
1988 Pie Safe. 1988 Hutch. 1989 Dry Sink. 1990 Hoosier. 191? Icebox. Beautiful
painted designs on all pieces except the Hoosier.

50
200

3185

LOT OF
MINIATURES.

Lot of doll hats/supplies. Lot of materials for making doll hats. Bag lots of various
colors of 1/4" Swiss straw, flowers, feathers, ribbons. Also, wider pcs. of "straw"
for larger hats. This lot came from Regina Steele's inventory/collection.

50
200

LOT OF
MINIATURES.

(2) Boxes of furniture, accesories. Some pieces are signed or have a makers's
mark. Hitty Settle Bench #10 Bill Fifer 9/28/98. Chair with cushion RAS 12/76. Doll
house Dorothy Hesner. Child's cart A. Stephens 1984. Spinning Wheel D.
Rodriquez #35. Hitty's Vintage Toy Kitchen Regina A. Steele. Table W. Dah.
Wooden Rocking Horse G.R.P. 88'. Other unsigned pieces include antique, artist
trunk, Bride's Chest, stocked corner cabinet. This lot came from Regina Steele's
inventory/collection.

50
200

3186

© 2020 Alderfer Auction

LOT OF
MINIATURES.

Lot of dolls and accessories. Dolls - German, peg wooden, artist Regina Steele.
Clothing - bonnets, cape. Animals - glass, metal. China. Baskets, luggage, toys.
Merry-go-round signed C. Hollis 86. Sewing supplies RAS 96'. Paintings - Joyce
Fulwiler 97' and Harmett Granstian?. Decoy R.L.Barnes 84 Wood. Waste can Phyll
Beach '03. Valentines and letters R.A.S. 98'. Ark Karen Steel? 1996. This lot came
from Regina Steele's inventory/collection.

50
200

3188

LOT OF
MINIATURES.

Cabinet withl collection of "Miniature Library". 100 Volumes of Little Leather
Library Corporation, New York. No publishing date. Some authors - Shakespeare,
Walt Whitman, Robert Browning, Elizabeth Browning, Drummond, James Allen,
Alexandre Dumas, Conan Doyle, Balzac, Robert Burns, Han Andersen, Samuel T.
Colridge, and others. Books measure 3 3/4" x 3". Wooden cabinet 17" L x 10 1/2"
T x 4 1/2" D. Clear plastic sliding doors.

50
200

3189

LOT OF
MINIATURES.

Display case with (3) contemporary artist dolls. Female - 5 1/2" French fashion
style bisque doll. 6" Male doll in formal clothes. Tagged: 6" James 1876 Cheryl A.
Vilbert 1986. 4" French style child bisque doll. Case is 9" T x 7 1/2" W. This lot
came from Regina Steele's inventory/collection.

50
200

3190

LOT OF
MINIATURES
IN DOMES.

Lot of (3) domes on bases. Dome 1) 5 1/2" T contains small pressed glass bowl
with butterfly, bear and flowers. Dome 2) 5 1/2" T dome contains outdoor scene
with grandparents, child, (2) dogs, birdbath. Dome 3) 6 1/2" dome contains a
grotto type scene of mother, baby, child and dog. This lot came from Regina
Steele's inventory/collection.

50
200

3191

LOT OF
MINIATURES
IN DOMES.

Pair of domes on bases. Dome 1) 8" dome with 6 1/2" sculpted Black woman in
plaid gown. Glass eyes. Dome 2) 8 1/2" dome with 5" hazelnut head doll standing
in front of trunk full of her memories. This lot came from Regina Steele's
inventory/collection.

50
200

3192

LOT OF
MINIATURES
IN BOXES.

Pair of boxes on bases. Box 1) 5 1/4" square. Scene of 5" sculpted Gypsy woman
standing behind draped table. Tarot cards, crystal ball and book on palmistry on
table. Box 2) 8" T x 10" W x 6" D. Scene with back ground picture of woman and
cats. Poem starts - "She went to the Florist's, To buy her a rose...." and ends with
"But while she was out, Naughty Pussy had fled". In front of background is a 3 1
/2" sculpted lady with a pair of the Fritz Bermann/type metal cats playing a
trumpet and a mandolin. This lot came from Regina Steele's inventory/collection.

50
200

3193

MINIATURE
ROOM BOX.

Wooden box 9 1/2" T x 6" W x 3 1/2" D. Front of box opens to reveal a library
scene with 5" sculpted lady in period costume. She is standing in front of the
raised bookcase with photo of books on shelves. Brass mirror and brass framed
famiy photos on walls. Chair, plants and dog. Bear on window sill. Electrified. This
lot came from Regina Steele's inventory/collection.

50
200

3194

MINIATURE
ROOM BOX.

Wooden cigar box 7 1/2" T x 7" D x 4" D. Front of box opens to reveal "Clock
Shop". Mounted on the wall are (11) clocks. In the display window are two clocks
and a pair of brass candlesticks. On the four drawer chest is a clock and a fancy
phone. On the floor is a clock in a glass dome and a grandfather's clock. Sign
hanging over front window. Electrified. There is NO doll. This lot came from
Regina Steele's inventory/collection.

50
200

3195

MINIATURE
ROOM BOX.

Wooden box 7" T x 8 1/4" W x 7" D. Front window reads: TOYS. Box opens to
reveal the Toy Shop. 2 " Sculpted female child playing with a bear. 3" Sculpted
man behind the counter. Toys are located on back and side walls, floor and
window sill. Electrified. This lot came from Regina Steele's inventory/collection.

50
200

MINIATURE
DOLL HOUSE.

9 1/4" T x 5 1/2" W x 5 1/2" D. Contemporary Victorian doll house with clapboard
exterior, "shake" shingles. Front porch and second floor porch. Opens to reveal a
fully furnished home. (4) Dolls, largest is 1 1/2". Kitchen, parlor, nursery,
bedroom. Alcove on door is part of bedroom and parlor. Plexiglass cover is 10" T
x 12" W. Base. This lot came from Regina Steele's inventory/collection. Condition:
roof is made from a sheet of the shakes which was glued on. It has come away
slightly from base.

50
200

3187

3196
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3197

Marked R. Bliss over the door. 11" T (to top of chimney) x 7 1/2" W (on base) 5" D
ANTIQUE BLISS (on base) . House itself is 9" T x 6 1/2" W x 3 1/2" D. Paper lithograph over wood
DOLL HOUSE. on three sides. Two story house with papered walls, floors. Lace curtain in
window. Hinged front door. This came from Regina Steele's inventory/collection.
Condition: some age discoloration.

50
200

3198

Unmarked Bliss/type house. 13" T x 6 3/4" W x 6" D. Paper lithograph on front
ANTIQUE BLISS only. Hinged door. Two story house with second story porch. Papered walls,
/TYPE DOLL
ceiling and floor on first floor. Only papered walls on second floor. This came
HOUSE.
from Regina Steele's inventory/collection. Condition: some age discoloration.

50
200

3199

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

16 1/2" "6." Shoulder head doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, blonde mohair
wig, plaster pate marked V. Leather gusseted body with bisque lower arms.
Dressed in antique cotton print dress, underwear. Brown cotton socks, oilcloth
shoes. Straw hat. Stand. Condition: small flake at corner of left eye and right side
of nose next to eye. Otherwise, nothing observed on bisque.

100
300

3200

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

18" 7 154 DEP Shoulder head doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, blonde human
hair wig, plaster pate marked V. Leather pin jointed body with purple Kestner
stamp. Lower bisque arms. Dressed in newer dress, bonnet. Antique cotton
underwear. Newer lace socks, shoes. Stand. Condition: line over right eye is
either a scratch or firing imperfection. It is NOT a hairline. Black kiln speck on
face. Nothing else observed on bisque after careful examination.

100
300

3201

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

16 1/2" "C" Doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, newer blonde curly mohair
wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique red/white
cotton print smocked, drop waist dress; pantaloons but NO petticoat. Red
oilcloth shoes Straw Hat. Also comes with black fur cape and hat. Stand.
Condition: wig pull. Kiln crack over left ear, otherwise nothing observed on
bisque after careful examination.

100
300

3202

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

17" HEUBACH 300-4 KOPPLESDORF Character toddler doll. Brown sleep eyes,
open mouth, brown human hair wig. Papier mache 5 pc. toddler body. Dressed in
vintage cotton dress with matching bonnet. 1-Pc. undergarment, NO petticoat.
Ivory oilcloth shoes. Stand. Condition: minor mold imperfections inc. pimple over
left eye, black kiln specks. Otherwise nothing observed on bisque after careful
examination. Body has been repainted.

100
300

3203

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

19" GERMANY C 3 (with oval cutout on back of head). Brown sleep eyes, open
mouth, brown mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique
gold cotton drop waist dress, gold pantaloons, corduroy muff, rose velvet
trimmed hat, sage green oilcloth shoes. Stand. Condition: kiln crack on back of
head from rim line. Mold imperfection over left eye. Age loss around socket hole
on torso. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100
300
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3204

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

14" ABG 1362 MADE IN GERMANY 2/0. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced
ears, two-tone brown mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed flapper style body.
Dressed in antique clothing - pastel silk pongee dress, slip, pantaloons. Cotton
pantaloons, Wool sweater. Pink oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition: nothing
observed on bisque after careful examination. Minor age loss to silk dress,
sweater.

100
300

3205

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

19" 250 K.H. WALKURE 1 1/2 GERMANY. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, blonde
mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in vintage cotton organdy
dress, pantaloons. Pink cotton petticoat. Newer shoes, stockings. Condition: mold
indentation on back of head otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after careful
examination.

100
300

3206

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

18" C M BERGMANN SIMON & HALBIG 6 1/2. Brown sleep eyes, open moulth,
pierced ears, brown curly mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in
attractive reproduction taffeta plaid 2-pc. dress. Antique petticoat. Newer
pantaloons, socks. Vintage black oilcloth shoes. Decorated black straw hat. Stand.
Condition: large flake under left eye. Mold line on back of head. Hands do not
match. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3207

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

15 1/2" 210 A.M. GERMANY D.R.G.M. solid dome Googly eye character doll. Blue
integlio eyes, open/closed mouth, painted blonde bobbed hair. Papier mache ball
jointed body. Dressed in antique brown wool coat with matching knee length
pants. 3 1/2 Keystone 3-button brown leather boots; brown striped socks. Stand.
Condition: large size for this doll mold. Hands appear to be large for the body.
Cheeks have rubs otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after careful
examination.

300
500

3208

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL(S).

Pair of 154 DEP. shoulder head dolls. Both dolls have brown sleep eyes, open
mouths, blonde mohair wigs, plaster pates, leather bodies with bisque lower
arms. Doll 1) 15 1/2" with gusseted body. Dressed in antique white cotton gown,
pantaloons and petticoat. Black fishnet stockings, oilcloth shoes. Red garters.
Condition: nothing observed on bisque after careful examination. Doll 2) 17" with
pin jointed body. Dressed in antique black silk dress, pink silk teddy, pantaloons,
argyle socks, black oilcloth shoes. Newer black velvet hat. (2) Stands. Condition:
small mold imperfection over each ear otherwise, nothing observed on bisque
after careful examination. Lower right leg has had repair; small patch on lower
left leg. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3209

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

14 1/2" 894//6 Shoulder head doll with molded blue scarf, blonde hair.
Stationary blue eyes, closed mouth, very pretty cheek coloring. Leather gusseted
body with white leather arms, individual fingers. Dressed in antique fuschia silk
dress with lace and silk embroidery detail. NO underwear. Black oilcloth shoes,
white socks. Stand. Condition: small black kiln speck on left check otherwise,
nothing observed on bisque after careful examination. Age loss on lace.

300
500

3210

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

This is an original family owned doll. 13" 261 DEP Doll. Stationary brown eyes,
open mouth, pierced ears, blonde mohair wig. Papier mache jointed body with 1pc. lower arms. Crier mechanism with pull cord (not in working order). Dressed in
all antique clothing - factory chemise, wool booties, cotton bonnet. Also comes
with antique: long silk christening gown (age loss to silk). Cotton petticoat, wool
flannel petticoat. Condition: as stated. Faint mold lines across forehead
otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after careful examination.

100
300
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ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL(S).

Pair of dolls. 12 1/2" 4 147 Shoulder head doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth,
blonde mohair wig, plaster pate. Leather gusseted body with bisque lower arms.
Dressed in antque christening gown, long petticoat with matching pantaloons,
bonnet. Wool booties. 12" 151 1 1/0 Solid dome character baby. Stationary blue
eyes, open mouth, painted blonde hair. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body.
Dressed in vintage white dress and pantaloons. Knit booties. Condition: repaint
on limbs. Nothing observed on bisque head of either doll after careful
examination.

100
300

ANTIQUE
GERMAN &
FRENCH
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL(S).

Pair of dolls with sleep eyes, open mouths, brown mohair wigs. German - 13 1/2"
HEUBACH KOPPLESDORF 250.10/0 GERMANY. Blue eyes. 5 Pc. papier mache
body. Dressed as a male in what appears to be all original felt clothing, hat. Black
oilcloth shoes. Condition: head is loose; doll needs to be restrung. FRENCH - 16 1
/2" SFBJ 60 PARIS 0. Brown eyes. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in factory
original dress. Antique pantaloons, lace bonnet, oilcloth shoes. Condition: doll
needs to be restrung. Paint loss on hands. Mold imperfection on back of head,
otherwise nothing observed on bisque of either doll after careful examination.
This lot is being sold AS IS.

100
300

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL(S).

Pair of dolls with blue sleep eyes, open mouths, brown wigs. Doll 1) MADE IN
GERMANY H 24" 1912-5. Long braided human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed
body. Dressed in antique white cotton christening gown, long petticoat, short
petticoat, pantaloons. Newer suede boots. Decorated blue hat. Condition: black
kiln specks. Doll 2) 8" 154 DEP. 3/0 Shoulder head doll. Mohair wig. Leather
gusseted body with bisque lower arms. Dressed in long antique gown. Newer
petticoat, pantaloons, bonnet. Condition: as stated. Nothing else observed on
bisque of either doll after careful examination.

100
300

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL(S).

Pair of dolls with sleep eyes, open mouths, papier mache jointed bodies. They are
both wearing antique white cotton dresses with pin tuck and lace detail; antique
petticoats. (2) Stands. Doll 1) 24 1/2" MADE IN GERMANY ARMAND MARSEILLE
390 A.9.M.. Blue eyes, honey blonde human hair wig. Body is marked (red stamp)
Heinrich Handwerck Germany. NO pantaloons. Black leather shoes; socks have
bands of red on top. Condition: kiln crack in front of right ear. Doll 2) 14" C 2. 5.
Brown eyes, henna mohair wig. Doll has matching lace on her dress, petticoat
and pantaloons. Newer brown suede boots. Condition: pimples in bisque on left
cheek. Otherwise, nothng observed on bisque other than what has been stated.

100
300

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL(S).

Pair of dolls with sleep eyes, open mouths, dressed in antique clothing. Doll 1)
24" MADE IN GERMANY ARMAND MARSEILLE 390n. D.R.G.M. 246/1 A.6.M. Blue
eyes, synthetic wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in fancy white dress
with lace detail bodice, petticoat, pantaloons. (This clothing is for a 20"-22" doll.)
White leather "5" shoes. Newer socks, hat. Condition: hands have been
repainted. Replaced lashes. Age loss on shoes. Doll 2) 19" 370A.0.M. GERMANY
Shoulder head doll. Brown eyes, original brown mohair wig marked Made in
Germany. Leather pin jointed body with wood ball jointed arms, papier mache
lower legs. Paper label on front of torso reads GERMANY. Dressed in seersucker
dress with matching pantaloons, bonnet. White oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition:
small mold imperfections on top of forehead otherwise, nothing observed on
bisque of either doll. Hands are large and do not appear to be original to body.

100
300

3216

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

21" 550 GERMANY SIMON & HALBIG S & H doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth,
henna mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body is marked (red stamp) GIMBEL
BROS. GERMANY. Dressed in vintage cotton organdy dress, petticoat, pantaloons,
ivory oilcloth shoes, socks. She is wearing a beautiful French style bonnet of lace
and silk ribbon detail. Condition: wig pulls otherwise, nothing observed on bisque
after careful examination. Torso has had some paint touch up. Upper hips have
been repainted. Wear in upper shoulder and neck socket areas. (1) Finger
repaired.

100
300

3217

ANTIQUE
GEMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

21" 550 GERMANY HALBIG S & H doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, long
brown curled mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in vintage blue
/white dotted Swiss dress. Antique petticoat, pantaloons, wool socks, camel
leather "9" shoes. Straw hat. Condition: kiln crack behind both ears. Chip on rim
edge appears to have been made PRIOR to firing.

100
300

3211

3212

3213

3214

3215
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3218

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

Lot. 22" H MADE IN GERMANY 12 162 CC or 11 doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth.
Two-tone brown mohair wig. Plaster pate is marked 171/62. Papier mache ball
jointed LADY body. Dressed in all antique cotton clothing - long white uniform
type dress, pinafore, petticoat, union suit, lace neck piece. Black socks, brown
leather 4-button heeled boots. Condition: nothing observed on bisque after
careful examination. Comes with doll's cut glass punch bowl and (5) cups.

500
750

3219

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

22" 11 DEP 154 Shoulder head doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, long brown
human hair wig, plaster pate. Leather pin jointed body with bisque lower arms.
Dressed in antique white cotton dress, petticoat and pantaloons. Red socks, black
"7" oilcloth shoes. Large red silk bow in hair. Condition: nothing observed on
bisque after careful examination.

100
300

3220

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

23" PANSY I GERMANY doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, brown mohair wig.
Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique white cotton clothing: drop
waist dress, petticoat, pantaloons. Rust leather shoes. Condition: mold
imperfection, lines on forehead otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after
careful examination.

100
300

3221

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

23" H. MADE IN GERMANY 12 J.D.K. 249 character doll. Brown sleep eyes, open
mouth, blonde mohair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed
in antique cotton organdy dress with Bertha collar, ribbon trim. Simple pink silk
hat. (2) Petticoats, pantaloons. Pink cloth shoes, lace socks. Stand. Condition: kiln
crack over each ear otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after careful
examination. Age loss on dress.

200
400

3222

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

24" B XO P 624 12 GERMANY Character doll. Stationary blue eyes, open mouth,
long brown mohair wig with "rat" extensions. Papier mache ball jointed body has
an operating crier with pull cord on front of torso. Dressed in antique white
cotton dress with embroidered edge capelet collar; pantaloons. Mauve wool
hooded cape. White oilcloth shoes, pink cotton socks. Newer petticoat. Stand.
Condition: small mold imperfection and lines otherwise, nothing observed on
bisque after careful examination. Body has been repainted.

200
400

3223

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

23" K MADE IN GERMANY 14 Character doll. Brown sleep eyes, closed mouth,
blonde mohair wig with plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in
antique ivory silk dress with tiers of ruffles incuding Bertha style collar. Matching
hat. Antique petticoat, pantaloons. White leather "6" heeled shoes. Condition:
mold imperfection under right ear. Rub on left cheek, otherwise, nothing
observed on bisque after careful examination.

300
500

3224

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

24 1/2" D A 6 doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, synthetic wig. Papier mache ball
jointed body. Dressed in antique 2 pc. dark red faille outfit with lace trim. Cotton
petticoat, pantaloons. Black oilcloth shoes. She is carrying a decorated black satin
handbag. Stand. Condition: back kiln specks on face otherwise, nothing observed
on bisque after careful examination.

100
300
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3225

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

20" K * R SIMON & HALBIG 117/A character doll. Brown sleep eyes with fluffy
lashes, closed mouth, brown curly mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body
marked (red stamp) HEINRICH HANDWERCK. Dressed in antique red/white stripe
romper. brown oilcloth "5" shoes, white socks. Stand. Condition: kiln crack
behind right ear. Wig pulls on back of head. Several kiln specks on face.
Otherwise, nothing else observed on bisque after careful examination.

1000
1500

3226

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

LOT. BLUETTE doll with trunk and very large wardrobe. 11" Bisque head doll
marked GOLD, Elaine Kaun? (Doll needs to be restrung.) Comes in faux reptile
covered trunk 12" T x 19" W x 11" D. (One handle off of end.) (4) Trays of clothing
in trunk. Also comes with additional (4) trays of clothing and accessories.

200
400

3227

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

LOT. BLUETTE/type doll. 11" Antique 1894 A.M. 2/0 DEP bisque head mounted on
a reproduction wooden Bluette size body. Also comes with the tapestry TRAVEL
BAG ONLY from Lisette doll by Cathy Hansen. This was part of the souvenir from
the 1998 New Orleans UFDC Convention. The doll is missing. All paperwork for
doll is included including the pattern for an Ensemble for Lisette.

100
200

3228

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

11 1/2" HEUBACH (mold #7959) bisque head doll. Marked Harriett Shealy 89".
Blue integlio eyes, open/closed mouth, painted blonde hair and molded bonnet
with blue bow.. Reproduction jointed toddler body. Contemporary clothing,
shoes. Stand.

50
200

3229

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

18" Unmarked KEWPIE bisque head doll. Blue side glance glass eyes, watermelon
smile, painted blonde wisps of hair. Fully jointed reproduction toddler body.
Dressed in cute 3 pc. outfit with animal print.

100
300

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

16 1/2" French Fashion type "Smiler" bisque head doll. Marked Copyright 1991 S.
C.S. S9/91. Socket head on bisque shoulder plate. Leather body with bisque lower
arms. Stationary blue eyes, pierced ears, curly blonde mohair wig. Dressed in
newer cotton print period gown, lace socks, black leather shoes. Antique - (2)
petticoats, pantaloons. Stand. Condition: little finger broken on left hand.

100
200

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

19" French Fashion type bisque head doll. Marked Mary Lambeth 95'. (WinstonSalem, NC.) Socket head on bisque shoulder plate. Cloth body with bisque lower
limbs. Blue paper weight eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears, blonde curly mohair
wig. Wig is marked "French Frills" by Wendy J. Feidt, 1995. Dressed in beautiful
contemporary pastel silk 2 pc. period gown with scalloped hem. Embroidered
lace overlay on skirt. Lace medallion, lace and silk flower detail. Matching flowers
in hair. Cotton underwear. Decorated gold shoes.

100
300

3230

3231
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3232

3233

3234

3235

3236

3237

3238

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

18" French Fashion type "Smiler" bisque head doll. Marked Mary W. Lambeth
95'. (Winston-Salem, NC.) Blue paper weight eyes, pierced ears, fancy blonde
curly mohair wig. Wig is marked: Made by Wendy J. Feidt 1995. Reproduction
jointed body with bisque lower arms. Dressed in beautiful contemporary 2 pc.
silk gown. Lace trimmed ecru with black stripe bodice and skirt ruffle. Black skirt
and trimmed bodice. Matching decorated hat. Parasol. Tan leather shoes.
Antique cotton underwear.

100
300

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

16" French Fashion type bisque head doll. Marked CWLarmaid 1961. Stationary
blue eyes, pierced ears, curly brown human hair wig with front braids. Flat
bottom head mounted on a bisque shoulder plate, leather gusseted body with
bisque lower arms. Dressed in newer 2 pc. cotton print period outfit with lace
trim, crocheted redicule. Matching decorated bonnet. Cotton underwear. Black
fishnet socks, black leather shoes.

100
200

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

14" "Theresa" solid dome bisque shoulder head doll. Marked copyright 1970 USA
Pat Robinson. Handwritten hang tag reads: P. Robinson UFDC. Blue integlio eyes,
closed mouth, pierced ears. platinum blonde synthetic wig. Cloth torso, bisque
lower arms and legs. Dressed in contemporary pale aqua period gown with lace
detail and train. Matching aqua shoes. Fancy lace bonnet. Cotton underwear.

100
200

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

14" "Lyric JUMEAU" French bisque head doll. Marked VERNON SEELEY mold ,
Mary Lambeth, 97'. (Winston-Salem, NC.) Brown paper weight eyes, pierced ears,
curly honey blonde mohair wig. Wig marked Wendy J Feidt, 1999. Reproduction
jointed body. Dressed in contemporary lace trimmed ivory silk dress with
matching shoes. Cotton underwear, socks. Decorated apricot bonnet.

100
200

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

15" JUMEAU French bisque head doll. Marked Lynda & Alan Marx 1984. Blue
paper weight eyes, pierced ears, fancy honey blonde mohair wig. Wig marked
1985. Reproduction French style jointed body with 1-pc. lower arms. Dressed in
contemporary French style ivory/blush coat dress with lace trims fashioned by
Darlene Cappellotti. Matching decorated hat. Pantaloons, NO petticoat. Ivory
leather shoes, socks.

100
200

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

14 1/2" JUMEAU French bisque head doll. Marked Lynda and Alan Marx 1985.
Blue paper weight eyes, pierced ears, ivory fur wig (marked 1995). Reproduction
French style jointed body. Dressed in French style rose drop waist dress with lace
/tulle trim. Matching hat. Both fashioned by Darlene Cappellotti. Pantaloons, NO
petticoat. Ecru leather shoes. Condition: doll needs to be restrung.

50
200

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

13 1/2" FG (in scroll mark) 11 French bisque head doll. Marked Carol Boyd 1980.
Brown paper weight eyes, pierced ears, French auburn human hair wig.
Reproduction French style jointed body. Dressed in French style pink drop waist
dress with embroidered lace panel down front. Pantaloons, NO petticoat. Ivory
lace socks. Black/white suede boots. Decorated ivory faille hat.

50
200

© 2020 Alderfer Auction

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

13 1/2" X French bisque head doll. Marked Mary Lambeth 94' (Winston-Salem,
NC.) Very pale complexion, brown paper weight eyes, pierced ears, auburn curly
mohair wig. Reproduction French style jointed body. Dressed in contemporary
ivory dimity period style dress with matching fancy trimmed bonnet. Pantaloons
but NO petticoat. White leather shoes, ivory lace socks.

100
200

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

14" JUMEAU French bisque head doll. Marked Jamie A? 3/93. Blue paper weight
eyes, closed mouth with slightly parted lips, pierced ears. White mohair
"powdered" style wig. Reproduction French style jointed body with 1 pc. lower
arms. Attractively dressed as a male in contemporary period costume: purple
velveteen coat with lace and soutache trim; lace jabot at neck. Gold tapestry
/type vest. gold velveteen knee length pants. Decorated black three corner hat.
Brown shoes.

100
300

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

14 1/2" BRU II French bisque head doll. Marked VERNON SEELEY mold 1980,
Mary Lambeth 98" . (Winston-Salem, NC.) Brown paper weight eyes, open/closed
mouth, pierced ears, curly honey blonde mohair wig. Wig marked Wendy J. Feidt
1998. Reproduction French style body with bisque lower arms. Dressed in
contemporary blush cotton tulle dress with rows of ruching and lace medallion
detail. Cotton pantaloons, NO petticoat. Matching decorated bonnet has pink silk
on back that matches the pink silk shoes.

100
300

3242

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

15" Unmarked French bisque head doll. Signed by artist Mary Lambeth 95"
(Winston-Salem, NC.) Blue paper weight eyes, pierced ears, closed mouth with
slight space between lips. White curly mohair wig. Reproduction fully jointed
body. Dressed in antique white cotton drop waist dress with lace trim, large silk
bow. Cotton pantaloons, NO petticoat. Ivory suede leather shoes, lace socks.
Large apricot bow in hair. Stand.

100
300

3243

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

16" BRU French bisque head doll. Marked 8 B S T (in heart symbol) 6 W. Blue
paper weight eyes, pierced ears, white curly fur wig. Reproduction French style
jointed body with 1 pc. lower arms. Dressed in beautiful contemporary pink silk
dress with pleated bodice and other areas; lace trim. Matching hat. Cotton
petticoat and pantaloons; lace socks. Newer beige shoes.

100
300

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

16 1/2" BRU JNE French bisque head doll. Marked VERNON SEELEY mold. Signed
by artists Lynda & Alan Marx 1989. Blue paper weight eyes, pierced ears, closed
mouth with slight space between lips. Very fancy curly honey blonde mohair wig
with braids across top of head. Wig is marked but illegible. Reproduction French
style jointed body with bisque lower arms. Dressed in French style ivory silk coat
dress with slate blue detail. Matching decorated bonnet. Fashioned by Darlene
Cappelloti. Cotton pantaloons, NO petticoat. Ivory leather shoes, lace socks.
Condition: blue bow on back of dress has some age fading.

100
300

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

16 1/2" Unmarked (Jumeau?) French bisque head doll. Signed by artist Carol
Boyd 1978 (in Italy?). Brown paper weight eyes, pierced ears, very curly dark
honey blonde mohair wig. Reproduction French style jointed body with 1 pc.
lower arms. Dressed in contemporary Jumeau style cotton floral dress with heavy
pleating and lace detail. Cotton petticoat, pantaloons, lace socks. Decorated
straw hat (flowers match dress flower color). Newer shoes. Condition: several
stains on back of dress.

100
300

3239

3240

3241

3244

3245
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3246

3247

3248

3249

3250

3251

3252

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

17 1/2" S.F.B.J. 238 PARIS French bisque head doll. Signed by artist Calli-Lou
1981. Blue paper weight eyes, open/closed smiling mouth with teeth showing,
synthetic wig. Reproduction French style jointed body. Dressed in contemporary
long period dress with a complementary decorated velveteen bonnet. NO
underwear. White cotton lace socks, brown leather 4-button boots.

50
200

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

16" 13 BRU-type KESTNER bisque head doll. Signed by artist Mary Lambeth 95'.
(Winston-Salem, NC.) Blue paper weight eyes, open/closed mouth, long white fur
wig. Reproduction fully jointed body. Dressed in a wonderful contemporary jester
outfit made from antique fabric and trims. Matching hat and shoes. Condition:
doll needs to be restrung.

100
300

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

Pair of J.D.K. 221 GES GESCH. Googly eye bisque head dolls. Signed by artist Judy
82'. Both dolls have stationary blue glass eyes glancing up. Watermelon smiles.
Doll 1) 7 1/2" has red mohair like wig. Reproduction jointed toddler body.
Dressed in contemporary white cotton clothing, straw hat. Doll 2) 15" has curly
honey blonde human hair wig. Reproduction fully jointed body. Dressed in
contemporary jester outfit with matching hat and shoes.

100
200

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

Pair of J.D.K. 221 Googly eye bisque head dolls. Doll 1) 9 1/2" has no signature. It
has painted side glance eyes, watermelon smile, brown braided mohair wig.
Reproduction fully jointed body. Dressed in vintage organdy dress and newer
underwear, shoes, striped socks. Condition: small red mold line at bottom of
neck socket. Doll 2) 11" and is marked copyright 1978 S.C.S. S - 1. It has stationary
blue glass eyes glancing up. Watermelon smile, curly platinum blonde mohair
wig. Reproduction fully jointed toddler body. Dressed in contemporary cotton
clothing, red leather shoes, striped socks.

50
100

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

Pair of GOOGLY eye bisque head dolls. Both dolls have blue side glance glass
eyes, reproduction fully jointed toddler bodies. Doll 1) 9 1/2" is marked copyright
1978 S.C.S.S - 412 222 Cass Jon 2010. Open/closed smiling mouth, blonde
braided mohair wig. Contemporary cotton clothing, lace socks and camel leather
shoes. Vintage bonnet. Doll 2) 13" J.D.K. 221 GES. GESCH. and is marked AR-GE
Carwell 5-76'. Button on dress reads: I Am An AR-GE Doll, R. Carwell, Allentown,
PA. Watermelon smile, synthetic wig. Dressed in contemporary burgundy satin
dress with ivory collar and matching bonnet, both trimmed with lace. Cotton
underwear, black oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition: age discoloration on shoes.

50
200

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

Pair of GOOGLY eye bisque head dolls. Both dolls have blue side glance glass
eyes. Doll 1) 6 1/2" All bisque doll is marked PLEASED GETSYA and the artist is Pat
Robinson. Watermelon type smile, pierced ears, curly platinum blonde mohair
wig. Swivel head and 5 pc. toddler body. Dressed in 3 pc. crocheted outfit. Doll 2)
9 1/2" is marked ARMAND MARSEILLE 323 A.4/0.M by artist Mary Lambeth 98'
(Winston-Salem, NC.) Pierced ears, long blonde curly mohair wig. Reproduction
fully jointed toddler body. Dressed in contemporary cotton dress with lace/tulle
overlay; cotton pantaloons. Ivory leather shoes. Condition: bisque is dirty.

100
200

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

Lot of (3) 8" K * R 114 all bisque dolls. All of the dolls are by artist Berdine
Wyffels, "Little Ones". All of the dolls have stationary brown eyes, closed mouths,
mohair/type wigs. Swivel heads with 5 pc. toddler bodies, painted shoes and
socks. Dressed as boys in crocheted 2 pc. outfits. One doll has a matching hat.
They were made in 1982, 1985. 1988. Condition: (1) doll has a stain on back of
coat. His arms need to be restrung.

200
300
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ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

Pair of all bisque dolls by Austrailian artist Maree Massey. Both dolls have
painted eyes, long platinum blonde mohair wigs, swivel heads and 5 pc. bodies.
5" Child has brown eyes, painted blue shoes, socks. 7" Child has blue eyes,
pierced ears, painted brown boots and yellow socks. Both dolls are attractively
dressed with embroidered details on clothing.

200
300

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

Pair of all bisque dolls by artist Berdine Wyffels, "Little Ones". Both dolls have
stationary eyes, mohair wigs. Doll 1) 5 1/2" "Molly" is the Hilda mold. 1991.
Brown eyes, open mouth, red hair. Swivel head , 5 pc. bent limb baby body.
Molded/painted white booties. Dressed in a 3 pc. white crocheted outfit. Doll 2)
10" Child. Head is marked 1981, torso 1982. She has blue eyes, open/closed
mouth, honey blonde hair. Socket head on a fully jointed body. Dressed in aqua
silk dress with lace trim, cotton underwear. Brown leather shoes, tan lace socks.
Stand. She comes with an embroidered pink satin pocketbook that is far too large
for her.

200
300

3255

ARTIST DOLL
LOT.

Lot of (3) all bisque dolls. Doll 1) 5 1/2" (Sitting) "Cookie" by artist Linda Steele
Originals, Leetonia, OH. 1987 UFDC Region 13 Conference souvenir doll #265
/400. Painted blue eyes, blonde mohair wig. Doll 2) 6 1/2" 1983 signed Hazel
Murphy on back. Painted blue eyes, blue socks, black shoes, light brown curly
mohair wig. 5 Pc. body. Contemporary lace dress. Doll 3) 7 1/2" 1976 signed B.
Walter on back. Stationary blue eyes, pierced ears, curly honey blonde mohair
wig. Swivel head with 5 pc. body. Painted blue boots, white socks. Contemporary
pleated white cotton/lace dress over blue silk liner. Cotton panties. Stand.

100
200

3256

18" 1946 All original Madame Alexander "Karen Ballerina" doll. Honey blonde
braided rayon yarn hair. Dressed in unmarked pale blue rayon tulle dress with
COMPOSITION gold rickrack trim. Blue tafetta pants, pale pink cloth ballet shoes. Condition:
DOLL LOT.
crazing. Small crack on each side of mold line under ears. Age discoloration/loss
on tulle dress, velvet ribbon. Hair is UNCOMBED.

100
300

3257

21" 1946 All original tagged Madame Alexander "Karen Ballerina" doll. Honey
blonde braided rayon yarn hair. Dressed in pale blue rayon tulle dress with gold
COMPOSITION rickrack trim. Blue tafetta pants, pale pink cloth ballet shoes. Condition: crazing.
DOLL LOT.
Age discoloration/loss on tulle dress. Ribbon tied to left hand has been replaced.
Hair is UNCOMBED.

100
300

3258

Pair of Ideal "Shirley Temple" dolls. 13" Doll is dressed in an original unmarked
cotton print dress, ivory oilcloth shoes. Replaced taffeta panties, no petticoat.
COMPOSITION Good eye color. Hair has been played with. 18" Doll is dressed in an original
DOLL LOT.
TAGGED pink organdy dress with tiers of ruffles. Replaced pink bonnet, pink
taffeta pantaloons, suede shoes. Losing eye color. Hair has been played with.
Condition: both have crazing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3259

20"- 21" Ideal "Deanna Durbin" doll. Brown human hair wig, smiling mouth
showing teeth. Body has the swivel waist. She is wearing her original red cotton
COMPOSITION floral dress with matching bolero jacket. Original black suede shoes. Condition:
DOLL LOT.
both legs have been repainted. Crazing, cracks on legs. Hair has been combed.
Some age discoloration on clothing.

100
300

3253

3254
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3260

27" Unmarked shoulder head doll. (This looks like it could have been a store
mannikin in a children's department.) Heavily molded short brown hair, painted
COMPOSITION features including brown eyes. Cloth body with painted arms, sewn down fingers.
He is dressed in vintage wool vest and matching knee length pants. Embroidered
DOLL LOT.
cotton shirt. Wool knit tam. Child's brown leather shoes, socks. Stand. Condition:
neck area has been repaired and repainted. Arms have also been repainted. This
lot is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3261

23" ELEKTRA & N CO. NY COPYRIGHT character baby doll. Painted features with
COMPOSITION blue eyes, open/closed mouth. Synthetic blonde wig. Swivel head with 5 pc.
composition bent limb baby body. Dressed in vintage pique romper over blue knit
DOLL LOT.
romper. Knit booties. Condition: some crazing, small cracks. Minor paint touch
up. Paint on hands is worn.

50
200

3262

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1760 Pre-Revolutionary Period" doll. Painted blue eyes,
gray human hair wig. Ecru cotton period gown, petticoat, pantaloons, ivory
oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: light crazing. Possible paint
touch up on face over right eye. Age loss on bottom of (1) shoe.

200
500

3263

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1565 St. Augustine Settlement" Spanish-American doll.
Painted brown eyes, black human hair wig. Rust cotton period gown, petticoat,
pantaloons, black oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: light
crazing. Minor paint flaking on left hand. Age loss to veil.

200
500

3264

14" 1939 All original "1620 Plymouth Colony" Pilgrim doll. Painted blue eyes, dark
brown human hair wig. Gray cotton over dress with purple lining. Gray under
COMPOSITION dress with purple soutache trim. White apron and detail. (Darker gray bonnet
EFFANBEE
with black soutache trim - which is not shown on picture of doll in "The Elegance
HISTORICAL
of Effanbee", Nancy F. Carlson. This may not be original to costume). Petticoat,
DOLL.
pantaloons, black oilcloth shoes. NO brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition:
crazing, crack on lower right leg. Loss on shoe soles.

3265

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 "1632 Maryland Colony" doll. Painted brown eyes, black human hair
wig. This outfit is a COPY of the original one. It is made from rose cotton with a
dotted Swiss blouse underneath. Original petticoat, pantaloons, ivory oilcloth
shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: as stated. Crazing. This doll should
also have had a beauty mark on her right cheek. Hair has been combed. Loss on
(1) shoe sole. It is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3266

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 "1666 Massacusetts Bay Colony" doll. Painted blue eyes, red synthetic
wig. This outfit is a COPY of the original one. The dress is made from maroon
cotton with newer lace. The pink under skirt may or may not be original. Original
pantaloons, ivory oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: as stated.
The wig for this model should be black human hair. Crazing. Paint loss on both
hands/arms. Loss on shoe sole. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100
300
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200
500

3267

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 Original "1685 Later Carolina Settlement" doll. Painted blue eyes, honey
blonde human hair wig. Yellow cotton dress with floral print over dress, bodice.
(Replaced ribbons.) Original petticoat, pantaloons and (1) original ivory oilcloth
shoe. Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: crazing, cracks. Paint touch up on
face, torso. Hair has been combed. Dress and petticoat have both been mended.
(1) Replaced shoe. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3268

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1711 Colonial Prosperity" doll. Painted blue eyes, beauty
mark and blonde human hair wig. Floral cotton gown with hoops on each side.
Petticoat, pantaloons, ivory oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition:
crazing. (3) Fingers on right hand have been repaired, repainted. Age loss to skirt
(burn hole?). Hair has been combed. Doll needs restringing.

200
500

3269

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1720 The Pioneer American Spirit" doll. Painted blue eyes,
gray human hair wig. Elaborate floral cotton print gown with coral reverse. The
"Watteau Sacque" was introduced in fashion. Petticoat, pantaloons, ivory oilcloth
shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: crazing. Hair has been restyled.

200
500

3270

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1750 The Development of Culture" doll. Painted blue eyes,
white human hair wig. Blue floral cotton print with coral reverse. Blue quilted
under skirt. Petticoat, pantaloons, ivory oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet .
Stand. Condition: crazing. Age discoloration on clothing. Hair has been restyled.

200
500

3271

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1777 Revolutionary Period" doll. Painted blue eyes, white
human hair wig. Green cotton dress with peach floral over dress. Petticoat,
pantaloons, ivory oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: crazing.
Hair has been restyled.

200
500

3272

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1804 Louisiana Purchase" doll. Painted blue eyes, brown
human hair wig. Blue, elaborately embroidered, cotton dress with train.
Petticoat, pantaloons, ivory oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition:
crazing. Paint loss on left hand. Hair has been restyled.

200
500

3273

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1816 Monroe Doctrine" doll. Painted blue eyes, brown
human hair wig. White cotton overdress with red soutache trim. Cotton red
/white stripe underdress. Petticoat, pantaloons, ivory oilcloth shoes. Brass heart
bracelet. Stand. Condition: crazing. Hair has been restyled. Age discoloration on
clothing. Arms are loose and need to be restrung.

200
300
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3274

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 Original "1840 Covered Wagon Days" doll. Painted brown eyes. Black
human hair wig. Blue cotton dress with lace trim, especially on sleeves. Petticoat,
pantaloons, NO shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: as stated. Crazing.
Hair has been combed.

100
300

3275

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 "1841 Pre-Civil War Period" doll. Painted brown eyes. Black human hair
wig. This outfit is a COPY of the original one. Maroon cotton 2-piece dress with
lace detail/sleeves. Newer petticoat, pantaloons. Original ivory oilcloth shoes.
Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: as stated. Crazing. Hair has been restyled.
This doll is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3276

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1864 Civil War Period" doll. Painted blue eyes. Honey
blonde human hair wig. Rose pink cotton dress, blue bodice and separate jacket.
Ruching trim. Petticoat, pantaloons. Ivory oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet.
Stand. Condition: crazing. Hair has been restyled. Paint missing from right wrist.
Doll needs restringing.

200
500

3277

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 Original "1868 Post-War Period" doll. Painted blue eyes. Black human
hair wig. Red/white check cotton dress with white overskirt. Petticoat,
pantaloons. Ivory oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: finger
broken on left hand. Crazing. All ribbons have been replaced on clothing. Hair has
been restyled. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3278

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1872 Economic Development" doll. Painted blue eyes.
Honey blonde human hair wig. Dressed in rust cotton 2 pc. dress with tiered skirt,
bodice. Floral and green soutache trim. Petticoat, pantaloons. Black oilcloth
shoes. NO brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: (2) Fingers missing on right
hand, (1) finger missing on left hand. Crazing. Hair has been restyled. This doll is
being sold AS IS.

100
300

3279

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1873 Industrial South" doll. Painted blue eyes. Honey
blonde human hair wig. Dressed in 2 pc. lavender and purple dress with train;
separate jacket, gold soutache trim. Petticoat, pantaloons. Ivory oilcloth shoes.
Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: (1) finger missing on right hand. Paint loss
on eyes. Crazing. Hair has been restyled. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3280

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1896 Unity of Nation Established" doll. Painted brown eyes.
Honey blonde human hair wig. Peach cotton dress with separate jacket. Fancy
lace bodice. Petticoat, pantaloons. Ivory oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet.
Stand. Condition: crazing. Paint loss on right hand and wrist.

200
500
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3281

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1939 - Today" doll. Painted brown eyes, honey blonde
human hair wig. Lavender cotton skirt with lace covered white bodice. Green
cotton sash. Petticoat, pantaloons. Ivory oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet.
Stand. Condition: crack on seam line under each ear. Crazing. Hair has been
restyled and is a little thinner on back. Age loss to socks and discoloration on
clothing. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3282

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1608 Virginia Colony" doll. Painted blue eyes, Brown
braided human hair wig. Dressed in light green cotton dress with pink trim.
Petticoat, pantaloons. Black oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand.
Condition: crazing. Paint loss on right eye. (1) Finger missing on each hand. Hair
appears not to have been combed. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3283

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1658 Carolina Settlement" doll. Painted brown eyes, brown
human hair wig. Dark green cotton dress with gold reverse. Metallic braid trim.
Petticoat, pantaloons. Black oilcloth shoes. NO brass heart bracelet. Stand.
Condition: crazing. (1) Fnger missing on left hand. Hair has been played with but
not combed. Age loss on shoe sole. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3284

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 All original "1682 Quaker Settlement" doll. Painted brown eyes, gray
human hair wig. Dressed in gold cotton dress with attached green "apron", white
detail. Petticoat, pantaloons. Black oilcloth shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand.
Condition: crazing. Age discoloration on clothing.

200
500

3285

COMPOSITION
EFFANBEE
HISTORICAL
DOLL.

14" 1939 Original "1740 Benjamin Franklin's Influence" doll. Painted blue eyes,
white human hair wig. Dark green cotton dress with dark green and white lace
detail. Petticoat, pantaloons. Replaced black shoes. Brass heart bracelet. Stand.
Condition: crazing. Repair/repaint of (4) fingers on right hand, (1) finger on left
hand. Age loss to dress. Hair appears to be uncombed. Paint loss on left hand.
Crack on seam line under left ear. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3286

14" 1935-1940 Effanbee "Anne Shirley" doll. Sleep eyes, open mouth, honey
blonde human hair wig. Dressed in vintage red/white polka dot dress with lace
COMPOSITION detail at waist/bodice. 1 Pc. undergarment. Black oilcloth shoes. Replaced socks.
DOLL LOT.
Brass heart bracelet. Stand. Condition: crazing. Eyes have lost their color. Hair has
been combed. Paint missing from right arm. Clothing may have been on a taller
doll as it has been shortened.

50
200

3287

18" 1940-1949 Effanbee Little Lady doll. Brown sleep eyes have good color.
Closed mouth. Black human hair wig. Dressed in what appears to be original
COMPOSITION clothing: tiered, ruffled cotton organdy dress of various colors, over red tafetta
DOLL LOT.
lining. Red tafetta panties. Gold sandals, socks. Brass heart bracelet. Stand.
Condition: crazing. Age loss to sandals and minor loss to dress. Hair has been
combed.

100
300
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3288

21" 1935-1940 "Anne Shirley" doll. Blue sleep eyes have good color. Closed
mouth. Honey blonde human hair wig. Dressed in what appears to be original
COMPOSITION clothing: champagne tulle dress/gown with black lace trim over champagne
DOLL LOT.
taffeta liner. Champagne taffeta panties, gold sandals and long white stockings.
Brass heart bracelet. Condition: crazing. Hair has been played with. Age loss to
socks and dress.

100
300

3289

21" 1935-1940 "Anne Shirley" doll. Blue sleep eyes have good color. Closed
mouth. Henna mohair wig. Dressed in what appears to be original clothing:
COMPOSITION yellow nylon gown with ruffled tiers on skirt and ruffle on bodice. Silk ribbon
DOLL LOT.
sash. Ivory taffeta under skirt and panties. Ivory sandals, socks. Brass heart
bracelet. Condition: crazing, crack on corner of left eye. Age loss on dress. Hair
has been combed and restyled.

100
300

3290

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

22 1/2" 29 ) /1( Doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, long honey blonde
mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in all antique clothing: drop
waist lace/dotted Swiss dress with large ivory silk grograin bow. Cotton petticoat,
pantaloons, socks. Red leather shoes. Condition: nothing observed on bisque
after careful examination.

100
300

3291

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

21" S & H 1079 - 9 DEP GERMANY (red stamp) doll with brown sleep eyes, fluffy
lashes, open mouth, pierced ears. Blonde mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed
body. Dressed in all antique white cotton clothing - lace trimmed dress, petticoat,
pantaloons. Newer shoes, cotton socks. Condition: kiln crack behind left ear and
pimple underneath otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after careful
examination. Age loss to dress and shoes.

100
300

3292

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

25" 1000//11 (Alt, Beck & Gottschalk) Shoulder head doll with painted, molded
features. Blue eyes, closed mouth, blonde curly hair with bangs. Original cloth
body with brown leather arms, individual fingers. Blue legs, black leather boots
are part of body. Dressed in antique cotton clothing - blue/white polka dot dress,
blouse, eyelet petticoat, teddy, pantaloons. Stand. Condition: black kiln specks
otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after careful examination. Loss to leather
on left hand. Minor age loss on dress and boots.

100
300

3293

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

24" K * R SIMON & HALBIG 126 GERMANY 56 Character baby. Brown flirty eyes,
open mouth with woggle tongue, blonde mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent
limb baby body. Dressed as a little boy in newer clothing - white shirt, cotton
print overalls, white leather baby shoes. Condition: nothing observed on bisque
after careful examination.

200
300

3294

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

24" 152 15 MADE IN GERMANY Character baby. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth,
curly brown mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache baby body (almost a todder body).
Dressed in vintage peach rayon 2 pc. play suit with lace collar and trim. No shoes.
Condition: nothing observed on bisque after careful examination. Body has been
repainted.

200
400
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3295

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

25" 1 421 12 1/2 GERMANY H. HANDWERCK 4 1/2 doll. Stationary brown eyes,
open mouth, pierced ears, synthetic wig. Very clean papier mache ball jointed
body. Dressed in newer clothing, shoes, socks. Condition: kiln crack behind left
ear, black kiln specks. Otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after careful
examination. Eyes are on a rocker frame and could be reset to sleep.

200
400

3296

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

26" 30 )K/3( Doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, long brown human hair
wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in vintage blue-gray taffeta dress
with matching bonnet. Cotton underwear, ivory oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition:
black kiln specks, cheek rub. Otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after careful
examination. Age discoloration on dress, bonnet.

200
400

3297

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

26 1/2" DEP 154.13 Shoulder head doll. Stationary brown eyes, open mouth,
curly blonde mohair wig. Pin jointed leather body with bisque lower arms.
Dressed in vintage white cotton clothing - dress with antique lace detail on collar,
cuffs and hemline; petticoat, pantaloons. Black leather shoes, socks. Condition:
cheek rub otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after careful examination.

200
400

3298

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

27" QUEEN LOUISE GERMANY 11 doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, synthetic
brown wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique white cotton
clothing - child's dress/nightgown with pin tuck detail on bodice and hemline;
petticoat, pantaloons. Newer shoes socks. Condition: bisque is dirty but nothing
observed after careful examination.

200
400

3299

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

28" C.M. BERGMANN WALTERHAUSEN 1916 12. doll. Brown sleep eyes with
fluffy lashes, open mouth, synthetic brown wig. Papier mache ball jointed body.
Dressed in vintage ivory velveteen dress with smocked front panel and lace
detail. Petticoat but no pantaloons. Ivory oilcloth shoes, socks. Decorated brown
velveteen bonnet. Condition: black kiln specks otherwise, nothing observed on
bisque after careful examination.

200
400

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

This is an original family owned doll. 26" 1078 GERMANY SIMON & HALBIG S & H
12 Walking doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, original curly blonde
mohair wig. Very clean papier mache jointed walking body with wire and keywind
on side to activate leg motion and crier. Dressed in original antique clothing beautiful lace dress with matching horsehair braid/lace hat. Both trimmed with
pink silk ribbons. Skirt on dress has a pink silk liner. (2) Petticoats with pin tucks,
eyelet and lace trim. Pantaloons. Ivory leather shoes marked L.1 (in oval). Silk
rosettes. Stand. Condition: chip on inside edge of right eye. Red firing line on
right side, near rim edge.

400
500

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

28" GERMANY HEINRICH HANDWERCK SIMON & HALBIG 5 1/2 Doll. Brown sleep
eyes with fluffy lashes, open mouth, pierced ears, honey blonde human hair wig.
Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in an outfit made from antique silk
embroidered rayon with insertion lace/pink silk ribbon detail. Cotton undershirt,
petticoat, pantaloons. Wool petticoat. Pink leather "10" shoes, black socks.
Stand. Condition: kiln crack behind right ear. Chip on socket hole appears to have
been made prior to firing. Nothing else observed on bisque after careful
examination.

200
400

3300

3301
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ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

30" S & H 1079 14 1/2 DEP GERMANY doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced
ears, brown synthetic wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in
reproduction French style coat dress with taupe velveteen coat, lace over pink
satin dress. Matching decorated bonnet. Newer panties and (2) petticoats. Newer
brown leather boots, socks. Stand. Condition: wig pulls otherwise, nothing
observed on bisque after careful examination. Body has had repair/repaint.

200
500

3303

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

31" M. MADE IN GERMANY 16 171 6 1/2 Doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth,
brown French human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in
antique red wool dress with Bertha collar, black velvet ribbon trim. (2) Antique
petticoats, pantaloons. Black oilcloth 6 1/2 shoes, socks. Child's antique
decorated straw hat. Stand. Condition: pimples in bisque in front of right ear. Kiln
crack over right ear. Mold/firing imperfection next to mouth. Otherwise, nothing
observed on bisque after careful examination.

200
500

3304

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL

28" S & H K * R 70 doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, long brown
human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique white cotton
clothing - dimity dress with Bertha collar. Original factory chemise. Petticoat and
pantaloons with eyelet and pin tuck detail. Pink cotton socks. Ivory leather shoes
with rosettes. Stand. Condition: (3) strange holes in back of bisque (for what
purpose?) Pimples and tiny pock marks on bisque. Eyelids and body have been
repainted.

200
400

3305

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

31" 17 S & C GERMANY (Franz Schmidt) doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth,
pierced ears. Long honey blonde French human hair wig. Papier mache jointed
walker body. Dressed in all antique white cotton clothing - dress with crocheted
bodice and lower sleeves, hemline area. Petticoat, (2) pantaloons, teddy, long
socks. Newer green leather shoes. Child's decorated natural straw hat.
Contemporary tapestry bag. Condition: hairline on forehead. Eyelids have been
repainted. Age loss to dress. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100
300

3306

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

12" "3"? Very early Sonneberg Bebe with a Schmitt type face. Stationary blue
eyes, closed mouth, curly white fur wig. Papier mache jonted body with 1 pc.
lower arms. Dressed in vintage maroon wool skirt (that fits a smaller waist),
velveteen coat with lace trimmed collar. Pantaloons, no petticoat. Decorated
black velveteen hat, black leather shoes. Stand. Condition: chip on back of head
under wig. (Wig was not removed because of its' fragility.)

500
750

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

15" "9" Early pouty face Kestner. (Penciled in on back of head: H A X X.) Brown
sleep eyes, closed mouth, long curly blonde mohair wig, plaster pate. Papier
mache jointed body with 1 pc. lower arms. Dressed in all antique clothing maroon wool dress with smocked yoke. Brown lamb's wool muff. White
petticoat, pantaloons. Decorated black leather shoes, socks. Decorated brown
velveteen hat. Stand. Condition: kiln crack behind right ear. Small chip on rim
edge. Nothing else observed after careful examination.

1000
2000

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

24 1/2" "15" Early pouty face Kestner. Brown sleep eyes, closed mouth, curly
blonde mohair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache jointed body with 1 pc. lower
arms; separate hip and shoulder joints. Dressed in all antique clothing - 2 pc. red
wool dress with black lace Bertha type collar and at wrists. Petticoat with hand
embroidered trim, pantaloons. Black leather "5' Keystone shoes with rosettes.
Dark green hat with black velvet trim and feathers marked: M. FITTON 149A
Tremont Street, Boston, USA. Stand. Condition: black kiln speck on left cheek
otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after careful examination.

1000
2000

3302

3307

3308
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3309

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

21" "7" Early pouty face Kestner. Brown sleep eyes, closed mouth, long brown
human hair wig, plaster pate. Early papier mache jointed body with 1 pc. lower
arms. Dressed in beautiful antique burgundy silk dress with complimentary
trimmed black straw hat. (2) Cotton petticoats, pantaloons. 4-Button black
oilcloth boots, burgundy lace socks. Stand. Condition: nothing observed on
bisque after careful examination.

800
1200

3310

ANTIQUE
GERMAN
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

18" "9" Pouty face Kestner. Blue sleep eyes, closed mouth, long brown human
hair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed body with 1 pc. lower arms.
Dressed in antique pale pink silk dress with pin tuck and tiered rows of ruffle
detail. Cotton petticoat and pantaloons. Matching decorated straw hat with pink
silk lining. White leather shoes, newer socks. Stand. Condition: mold imperfection
on right ear. Tiny rub on left cheek otherwise, nothing observed on bisque after
careful examination.

800
1200

3311

ANTIQUE
FRENCH
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

19" UNIS FRANCE 301 Walking doll. Stationary blue eyes, open mouth, brown
human hair wig. Papier mache walking body with jointed arms. Dressed in
reproduction drop waist dress with Bertha style collar. (2) Petticoats, pantaloons.
Red cotton socks, pink cloth shoes. Decorated straw hat. Stand. Condition: mold
imperfection on back of head. Black kiln specks. Hands have been repainted.

200
400

ANTIQUE
FRENCH
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

14" "1" Fashion doll with socket head, bisque shoulder plate. Pale blue paper
weight eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears, long blonde mohair wig with braid
across top of head, cork pate. Leather gusseted body with individual fingers.
Dressed in all antique clothing - aqua wool coat dress with ruching/pleating at
hemline on front; pleating on back. Cotton teddy, petticoat, pantaloons,
Decorated white straw bonnet. Aqua socks, dark brown leather shoes marked 1
(J in oval). Stand. Condition: black firing speck under left ear otherwise nothing
observed on bisque after careful examination. Dress has age discoloration,
fading, several moth holes. Also comes with a small 2" T x 4 1/2" W x 3" D French
ivory colored trunk.

800
1500

ANTIQUE
FRENCH
BISQUE HEAD
DOLL.

17" "3." Fashion doll. Socket head, bisque shoulder plate. Right side of shoulder
plate reads "3" and left side reads "F G" (the F is very faint). blue paper weight
eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears, newer ash blonde mohair wig, cork pate.
Leather gusseted body with individual wired fingers. Dressed in beautiful
reproduction 3- pc. brown silk dress with aqua trim. Fitted jacket, (2) separate
skirts all trimmed with aqua silk and fringe. Matching bonnet. Cotton teddy,
petticoat, pantaloons, socks. Brown leather slip on shoes. Stand. Condition: black
kiln speck on nose tip and lower right cheek oherwise, nothing observed on
bisque after careful examination.

1000
1500

3312

3313
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Buyer's Premium:
Online - Alderfer Auction Platform: 20%
Online - Live Auctioneers Platform: 23%
Terms & Conditions of Sale – Applies to Both Auctions
Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Road, Hatfield, PA 19440. 215.393.3000.
By bidding at Alderfer Auction whether it be live, online, onsite, absentee or phone bid, you agree to be bound by Alderfer Auction’s Terms &
Conditions stated here forth. Addendum statements made day of auction take precedence over previously printed materials.
The validity and interpretation of any of the terms and provisions of this agreement or of the rights and duties of the parties under this
agreement shall be governed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and venue of all proceedings shall occur in Montgomery
County, PA.
1. Bidding Qualifications
Live Bidding
Buyers must register for a bidding number by giving name, address, phone number, and identification acceptable to us. Please show your
bidder number to the auctioneer after each purchase you make.
The highest bidder shall be the buyer, and if any dispute arises between two or more bidders, the auctioneer shall decide the buyer or
immediately put the item up for sale again. In the event of a tie between an online bidder and the floor bidder, the successful bidder will be at
the Auctioneer’s discretion. The auctioneer’s decision will be binding and final.
Some lots are offered subject to a reserve, which is a confidential minimum price below which such a lot will not be sold. The record of sale,
kept by the auctioneer and clerk, will be taken as absolute and final in all disputes.
Simulcast Bidding
Simulcast Auctions are conducted in front of a live audience. During these events each item presented in the auction is also available for
bidding in an online venue hosted by a third party provider. While the auctioneer is receiving bids from an assembled audience, phone and
absentee bidders, the auctioneer is also taking bids from bidders who are bidding through the third-party providers in real time or by advance
bidding. Following the auction the successful bidders are notified and payment arrangements are made; applicable buyer’s premium applies.
At its discretion, Alderfer Auction may also accept bids from approved internet bidders. Alderfer Auction or any of its staff shall not be held
responsible or liable for any human or technical bidding errors, or internet bidding system shutdowns that may occur.
Alderfer Online Only Bidding
Alderfer Auction sometimes uses the services of a third party auction platform for online bidding. Please refer to third party website for how to
register and bid online. Buyer is responsible for all online bidding. Alderfer Auction cannot place bids for the buyer as the buyer must properly
register and bid through the third party platform.
At its discretion, Alderfer Auction may also accept bids from approved internet bidders. Alderfer Auction or any of its staff shall not be held
responsible or liable for any human or technical bidding errors, or internet bidding system shutdowns that may occur.
Absentee Bidding
For those unable to attend the auction, Alderfer Auction offers the absentee bid service as a convenience to our patrons. Alderfer Auction will
not be held responsible for error or failure to execute the bid(s). Absentee bids must be in writing and a fifty dollar ($50) minimum bid is
required per item.
Phone Bidding
Phone bids must be in writing. All phone bids are required to open at $250 or half of the published estimate (whichever is greater and
no less than $250). We suggest that phone and absentee bids be made 24 hours in advance to allow time for processing.



Everyone leaving an absentee/phone bid must be willing to leave their credit card number to assure payment of a successful bid(s)
is received by the end of the next day following an auction.



Illegible bid(s) will be disregarded.



Applicable sales tax will be added to the sales total unless a tax-exempt number is on file in our office by the day of the auction.



Applicable Buyer’s Premium will be added to each purchase.



All successful bid(s) requested to be shipped to the buyer will be sent by an in-house or third party shipper and billed by the shipper.



Buyer is responsible to make shipping arrangements.



Bids are executed in competition with the audience on an alternate basis. Due to uncertainties of bidding, a lot may sell to the
audience for the same amount authorized by the absentee bid. To avoid this possibility, the absentee bidder may authorize Alderfer
Auction to increase their bid by one increment by placing a (+) sign beside the bid price.



Merchandise is to be removed from the Auction location during the specific auction’s stated pick-up dates and times.



Alderfer Auction offers the absentee/phone bid service as a convenience to our patrons who are unable to attend the auction.



Alderfer Auction will not be held responsible for error or failure to execute the bid.



All items are sold as is without warranty or guarantee.

Alderfer Auction shall have the right to accept absentee and phone bids for any items consigned for any particular auction. Alderfer Auction
reserves the right not to execute any absentee bid at its discretion and to have no liability for any inadvertent failure to execute any such bids.

Bidding Increments for Live & Phone Bidding
Generally, bidding increments are made as follows although Auctioneer has the discretion and authority to change. Online bidding increments
may vary, see each auction for details.
Minimum Maximum Bid Increment
Dollar Amount Dollar Amount
US $0 US $49 US $5
US $50 US $199 US $10
US $200 US $499 US $25
US $500 US $999 US $50
US $1,000 US $1,999 US $100
US $2,000 US $4,999 US $250
US $5,000 US $9,999 US $500
US $10,000 US $19,999 US $1,000
US $20,000 US $49,999 US $2,500
US $50,000 US $99,999 US $5,000
US $100,000 and above at Auctioneer’s discretion

For Example: When price is at $150, the next bid increment is $160. When price is $250, the next bid increment is $275. When the price is
$500, the next accepted bid is $550.
2. Buyer’s Premium, Sales Tax & Payment
Applicable buyer’s premium is applied per auction. The hammer price, buyer’s premium and sales tax shall be added together to reach the
total purchase price for an item. PA residents pay 6% sales tax unless a Tax Exempt Form is on file.
Upon a successful online bid the credit card registered for said online bidding platform whether Alderfer Online or a 3rd party platform will be
billed automatically for all winning bids within the auction.
Acceptable forms of payments are Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, PayPal (with the exception of Firearms, Militaria & Sporting
Auctions), wire transfer, money order, cash and check.
Payments are due immediately upon purchase and before exiting the facility. Returned checks will be assessed a $35 charge for
insufficient funds.
Successful online bidders, who bid through a third party online bidding platform, will be assessed a 5% surcharge. This charge offsets the fee
collected by the third party platform. For more information regarding this charge please see third party website for terms.
3. Pick-Up and Shipping
Customer Responsibility Check List:



Payment



Pickup or Shipping Scheduling/Arrangements



Vehicle, Helpers, Packing Supplies



Review Terms

Alderfer Auction offers onsite shipping subject to limitations. Shipping, handling and insurance fees are additional to the total purchase price.
Fees must be paid in advance by credit card. If you choose to ship your item, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING SHIPPING
ARRANGEMENTS.
All lots must be removed from the premises of Alderfer Auction no later than 14 days after an auction.
If you choose to pick-up your lots at the Auction Center, our regular hours are Monday – Friday 8:00AM – 5:00PM. Please call 24 hours in
advance to schedule a pick-up time. Packing materials are the responsibility of the purchaser.
Unpaid items still remaining at our auction center 30 calendar days after the auction date will be considered abandoned and will be consigned
to a future auction without additional notice to the purchaser.
For Fine & Decorative Arts and Collector's auctions, please contact Alderfer Auction to request shipping. While we try to provide
shipping for most items that our auctions offer, some items are large, heavy, or more fragile in nature and will need to be shipped by
a third party. In addition, Alderfer Auction does not have an export license so all international shipments valued at $2,500.00 or
higher, including hammer price and buyer’s premium, must be shipped by a third-party shipper.
Jewelry Shipment Policy: Jewelry will not be shipped overnight under any circumstances. Jewelry shipments may take up to 7 – 10 business
days and will not ship until the payment has cleared; and thus, extend the delivery period.
Call or email to make shipping arrangements with the recommended shippers below or select your own:
Alderfer Auction
Shipping Department
Shipping@AlderferAuction.com
215.393.3000
Recommended third party shipping is available through:
The UPS Store
1250 Bethlehem Pike Suite S
Hatfield, PA 19440
store5007@theupsstore.com
215.997.2212

For oversized items:
Craters and Freighters of Philadelphia
Phone: 215.234.8090
Toll Free: 866.397.0488
http://www.cratersandfreightersphilly.com/
Vintage Transport
888.882.4442
Alderfer Auction is not responsible for any damage or loss that occurs via a third party shipper.
Alderfer Auction may refuse shipping an item due to the size, weight, and fragile nature of certain items. We do not offer in-house shipping for:
framed canvas paintings, glassware, statues/figurines made of glass, porcelain, or other breakable materials. We understand for some items
there may be exceptions, however it is at the discretion of the shipping department to determine which items can be shipped and which items
will require third-party shipping.
4. Warranty & Condition Reports
All announcements made on auction day shall take precedence over previously distributed information, print or electronic media.
All items are sold "AS-IS, where-is" with no warranty expressed or implied. Descriptions are believed to be accurate but not guaranteed.
Please bid accordingly if you are uncertain of the condition or use of an item. Statements by Alderfer Auction regarding the condition of objects
are for guidance only and should not be relied upon as statements of fact, and do not constitute a representation or assumption of liability by
Alderfer Auction. Photographs may also be used to represent condition of an item.
While every effort is made to determine provenance, authenticity and condition, it is the responsibility of the Bidder to arrive at their own
conclusion prior to bidding. Provenance and authenticity including attributions are guaranteed by neither the consignor nor Alderfer Auction.
Alderfer Auction strongly encourages bidders to personally inspect all lots. The Bidder should also review online descriptions, listings and/or
catalogs to obtain necessary information. Bidders may contact Alderfer Auction for a condition report at
ConditionReport@AlderferAuction.com. Alderfer Auction will attempt to furnish one, but shall not be liable for failing to do so. All auction
inquiries must be received a minimum of 48 hours prior to the start of the auction.
5. Estimates
Item estimates provided in print or electronic media are not a representation or a prediction of the hammer price that will be realized at auction,
which may be substantially different from our original estimates. We shall not be liable for any discrepancies between our estimates and a
price realized.
Any appraisal, estimate or opinion expressed by any principal or employee of Alderfer Auction, consultant to Alderfer Auction, or other person
with respect to the anticipated auction price of any item or merchandise is a statement of opinion only and Alderfer Auction makes no
guarantee, warranty or agreement with respect to the sale price of any item.
6. Artwork Authorship & Authenticity
General
1.

If we say "c." for circa, a certain date, then it was made within 25 years of that date.

2.

Measurements are given within 1" of actual size.

3.

Measurements are given height before width.

4.

WAF means With All Faults

5.

Alderfer Auction is not responsible for color variations in print and electronic media.

6.

Alderfer Auction is not responsible for typos in print and electronic media.

7.

Terms & Conditions may change frequently and without notice. Latest version of Terms & Conditions will always supersede any
previous printed or online statements.

Authorship
1.

Name of Artist- Indicates that the work, in our best judgment, is by the named artist.

2.

Attributed to- In our best judgment, the work may be by the artist.

3.

Circle of- In our best judgment, a work of the period of the artist and closely related to the artist's style.

4.

School of- In our best judgment, a work by a pupil or follower of the artist.

5.

After- In our best judgment, a copy of the known work of the artist.

6.

In the Manner of- This painting represents the style of the named artist but was painted at a later date; the authorship is unknown.

Authenticity
Signature- The signature, inscriptions and dates are transcribed in print as they appear and are located as follows:
SLL: Signed Lower Left
SLR: Signed Lower Right
SUL: Signed Upper Left
SUR: Signed Upper Right
SLC: Signed Lower Center
SUC: Signed Upper Center.
1.

If we state "signed" in our opinion, the signature is of the named artist.

2.

If we state "bears signature" in our opinion, the signature might be that of the artist, but we make no guarantee that the work is by
the named artist.

7. Clocks and Watches
Due to the sensitive and mechanical nature of clocks and watches, we do not guarantee them to be in running or working condition.
8. Furniture
If we say "Chippendale Mahogany Chest of Drawers," we represent that the piece was made during that period.
If we say "Chippendale Style Mahogany Chest of Drawers," we represent that the piece looks like the period mentioned, but it was crafted at a
later date.
9. Firearms
Alderfer Auction is a Licensed Federal Firearms Dealer (FFL) located in southeastern Pennsylvania. Whether you are buying or selling
firearms at Alderfer Auction you will be assured that your firearms have been processed according to the rigorous regulations established by
the Federal Government. It is recommended that all Firearms be checked by a competent gunsmith before firing to ensure safe usage.
Registration Fees
A $15 per gun transaction fee will be assessed for gun registration; $10 per gun transaction fee thereafter which is in addition to the
total purchase price.
10. Endangered Species
Each threatened and endangered species will be assessed on a case-by-case basis as mandated by State and Federal laws. If you have
questions please call 215.393.3000.
11. Alderfer Online Onsite Auctions
Alderfer Auction conducts auctions at various different onsite locations through online only timed auctions. The terms and conditions
mentioned herein apply to these auctions along with the requirements below regarding merchandise pick-up.
Designated pick-up times are established for customers to remove their purchased items. Schedule a pick-up time via www.Appointy.com or
call 215.393.3000. www.Appointy.com instructions will be included in your invoice.
NO REFUNDS will be given on purchased items that are not picked up during the designated pick-up time.
Delivery
Delivery fees are additional to the total purchase price. Please call or email for delivery fees for your particular lot(s). Fees must be paid in
advance by credit card. If you choose to have your item(s) delivered, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING DELIVERY
ARRANGEMENTS. Please call us to arrange these services no later than 24 hours prior to the auction pick-up time.
If you are in need of your purchase being brought back to Alderfer Auction for pick-up at our facility or would like the item(s) to be delivered to
your home, call or email to make delivery arrangements:
Alderfer Auction
Delivery Department
Dan Angstadt
215.393.3000 office
267.638.1063 direct
Dan@AlderferAuction.com
12. Limitations of Liability
Alderfer Auction is not liable for any breach or default by the consignor of a Lot. Alderfer Auction may withdraw any item before the sale if
there is doubt as to the authenticity, title, or laws restricting the sale of the item or the accuracy of the Consignor’s representations.
13. Governing Law
Pennsylvania State Law prohibits any owner from bidding on their own merchandise to enhance the value. “Bidding in” or bidding on behalf of
the Consignor shall be grounds for discontinuation of the auction and a claim for any resulting damages including, but not limited to, a
reasonable amount for lost commissions.
Alderfer Auction logo(s), content and photography are copyright materials that may not be copied, used or duplicated without the written
consent of Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440.

